University Committee Okays

On-Campus BEER Social Hall
BY PRUDENCE VON BUITT

A top secret University Committee for the Betterment of Experimental Extracurricular Recreation (BEER), has announced
plans for the construction of an
on-campus social hall in which
liquor will be served. The BEER
hall site has been tentatively set
on the large rectangular square
of land overlooking the Library
at the top of the hill.
No Age Restrictions
Because the hall will be on University property, there will be no
age restrictions placed for en-

trance. This means that heretofore
underprivileged freshmen
and young sophomores can now
enjoy themselves in the same
spirits as Stony Brook upperclassmen.
BEER has been of great concern to the committee, which
worked closely with high admiinYork
istration officials. New
State authorities were also consulted, and a source close to Albany revealed that government
officials were exultant over the
plans. "It's about time those kids
had' some fun. They deserve

BEER. not only part of the time,
but every day," commented one,
unofficially.
\
Entire Community invited
President Tool was his usual
charming self in extending an invitation to the entire University
Community to come for their own
BEER as soon as the hall is
completed, probably before September. As an addition to the inaugural festivities, ground breaking for the BEER hall will take
place directly after the dedication of the campus on the Library mall.

Artist's
9

Extraordinary Professor
Specializes In Necroogy
BY NERO BUNK

:

-

It has been announced that
next year Stony Brook will be
host to Professor Murray Manapuacha, world internationally acclained necropologist. At first it
was not revealed which department
Professor
Manapaucha
would be hosted by because his
work is of such a diversified nature that no one department is
really worthy of calling him it's
own. Later it was announced that
he would be given the special
title of Visiting Professor Extraordinary, and would be assigned
to no particular department.
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- -byWarren G. Harding.
The appointment -ofProfessor Daniel- Gasman as Chairman of the Department
of History was announced on Monday, March 28 by Dean Stanley Rose. The selection
of Mr.. Gasman came generally as a surprise to the University Community but his
colleagues expressed their pleasure. Acting Dean Rose announced that Dr. Gasman
will replace Acting Chairman Cleveland. Mr. Cleveland has been granted a leave of
absense of one year to head the new department of Civil Rights at the University of
Mississippi.

Asked to elaborate, Dean Rose
referred the question to the smiling Dr. Gasman, who stood by at
his .side throughout the conference. Mr. Gasman explained that
he had gotten the idea while in
the Coach House. He said that
nobody to date had done a proper study on the origin of these
colonial posters and their relationship to the consumption of
alcohol in Bars near college
campuses. Mr. Gasman admitted
that he had some assistance on
the project and had used extensive records of historian Turner
Jackson Frederick, a well-known
expert in that area. His manuscript was immediately accepted
for publication by the Suffolk
Museum, and was hailed by Dr.
Tool -as a tremendous contribution to the cultural development
of better community relations.
The publication obtained for Dr.

Gasman an honorary doctorate
in colonial records. The degree
was granted by the American
Association for the Preservation
of Our Heritage and Independence.
Dean Prate of the History
Graduate department was not
present, and it was rumored that
he had resigned to take up turkey farming in New England.
Dr. Cleveland has already left
for his new post at Ole Miss

Student U. Scrapped
University officials revealed
late yesterday that the Student
Union Building plans have been
scrapped in favor of a Theoretical Physics Center to be located
in the present gymnasium parking lot, original site for the Student Union Building.
It was decided that a Student
Union would be an unnecessary
luxury for serious minded University science students. "There's
enough studying for these kids to
keep them busy 24 hours a day,"
said one official hotly. "They
don't need any expensive "fun
house."
The Physics Center would be
the headquarters for the numerous Theoretical Scientists whose
appointments are expected to be
announced shortly.

Professor Manapaucha is orig.
inally a native of Peru,-but was
not educated there. He was educated in Mexico, Spain, Bolivia.
England, Belgium and Egypt.
His doctoral dissertation was on
the current applications of popyrology in the war against Com.
munism. He never was awarded
a doctoral degree. When the
Dean of Professors was asked
about the appointment of Pro.
fessor Manapaucha, he remarked, "We are indeed fortunate
to have Professor Manapaucha
with, us in our academic community. and we look forward to
many such appointments in the
not too distant future which will
probably be some time next year
or shortly leeafter."
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Gasman Appointed History Chairman
In- Surpriie AnnouncemenA hy Dem R1c

Dr.
Both Dr. Gasman's and
appointments
Cleveland's new
will take effect on April 1. At a
hastily called news conference,
Dean Rose attempted to answer
many questions regarding the
sudden appointment. He said that
many factors were behind the
selection, not the least of which
was the publication by Mr. Gasman of an extensive study of the
origin and nature of old colonial
posters.

r.1i1tion
51.1t proposed BEER Hall

where Chancellor Ross Barnett,
in a telephone interview, expressed the hope that Dr. Cleveland
would survive his first year.

While Professor Manapauha is
currently working in the area of
necropology (the study of Etruscan burial grounds), he has also
4i

O"

(seven books, nineteen learned
articles, and thirty-six not-solearned articles), are two outstanding books which have met
with great acclaim -in Europe:
Ophiolatry in the Priste and
Scatology and its Effeets Upon
the Eschatology of the Wording
Class. His current necropological
work will appear this year under the title of Investigations in,
to the Burial Mounds of Tuscany
With Special Emphasis Upon the
Dirt There Abo ds.

there wffl be only one d

Y

Professor Manawith having
paucha here: while many of his
works have -appeared with English titles and subtitles, they are
actually written in hiis native
tongue - Quichua. The Dean of
New Courses feels this will be
remedied in 1968-69 because at
that time a course in Turkish
will be added to the expanding
Foreign Language curriculum.

Frats RecognBized On Campus
The official University recognition of fraternities, long considered a vitally important and necessarv step in Stony Brook's development as a first-class educational institution, was accomplished quietly and efficiently
last week by a unanimous vote
Administration
of top-ranking
members at the monthly meeting of the Policy Planning and
Coordinating Committee.
The proposal was placed before
the Committee, not unexpectedly,
by Dr. John S. Tool, President of
the university and ex-officio chairman of the Committee, who has
long publicly endorsed and privately encouraged the social service-minded fraternal groups. After the Committee's vote, Dr.
Tool thanked the group collectively. lauding the members as
men of foresgt and integrity,
individuals committed wholly to
intellectual and -cultural
the
growth of the student body.

Official announcement of the
decision was delayed until Dr.
Tool had the opportunity to inform the Interfraternity Council,
a group representing the interests of the four organized
The
Stony Brook fraternities.
welcome and expected news was
conveyed to the IFC at its weekly
business meeting by Dr. Huge
Cleveland and Jack Dudwig, the
organizations enthusiastic faculty
advisors.

press. but unofficial sources estimate that even at this point the
social life of the average Stony
Brook student has increased by
about 300 per cent over the previous week.

' Dr. Tool made the Committee's decision public at a specially called press conference before a crowd of 2,000 students and
faculty members in the Gymnasium. Loudspeakers carried the
President's message to an overflow crowd of 150 eager listeners
iHsadvance knowledge gave huddled in the main lobby. At
brief
the fraternities' presidents ample the conclusion of Dr. Tool's
in
which
remarks,
direct
and
time to plan gigantic celebration
as
parties to accommodate the an- he described the recognition
from
forward
step
major
"'a
ticipated student jubilation. The
'fraternities, in their planning, backward Middle-Age apathy to a
Century
complied with the recently-enact- new- dawn of 20th
ed and highly enlightened Uni- achievement,"
the entire audvesity Alegislation making the ience burst into a 15-minute dispossession and consumption of
exultation.
alcoholic beverages on campus play of unIestrained
legal. MTe parties were still go- The aforementioned parties be.
ing on as this issue -went to gan immediately thereafter.
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Editorials

ThPy

situation.

Enrollment should be increased from the projected
figure of 1328 students to a level that would enable the
University to make use -of every inch of space availabler
Such conservatism should also demonstrate to the community that the University is not a wasteful institution.
We have several proposals which we feel could best
serve to -aid,.il the expansion of present enrollment
plans. Hall lounges, --most of! which are presently enclosed by partitions, can easily be converted to house
at least thirty students each; triple bunk beds are really
quite feasible. Drawer space also does not present an insurmountable obstacle. Double drawers, one on top of another may present one solution, or a limit may be set on
the amount of clothes a student is permitted to bring.
It the latter case, -students on Dean's. List or in other
wuch privileged positions may be granted preferential
Weatment; ran extra sock or toothbrush. As for closetspace, we feel that our praiseworthy engineers should bef
abe .to devise workable closets that, can fold- into the
floor or ceiling. The local campus computer may also -be
made use of by programming the exact hours in. which,
g. student may use the, bathroom facilities.
We realize that these plans may have certain weaknesses, and may even impose some minor hardships, but
one again we must urge everyone to accept these
ships ifi we are to truly become, the gBerkley of the
East."
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LETTEKS TO THE EDIIOR
in which we shall all be Fpartici-

Confsed' computer
*^ th*
ffo the Editor:

.,~r

Having, recently become disgusted with the horrid boys on
this campus (I have not had a
date in- scixyears), I decidd to
gamWle three- dollars and try a,
computerized
date.,,
computeried
date.
I must admit that bnx was a
draaa,. a. reaioFcbi. He* was 6C
2",.with w Wybbce hair and
blue eyes, was on the football,
basketball and debating teams,
and even had a sting-ray. HoweWW, tb
Pcomputer,
failedto ta»/
)1 ~* _ ~~he
wn -myr brotera What
.
sfaoUid
I -do
Iy. .Wh shoi d9~lTo

-s t-fi~i
iib iAiro
EMraged

(Make him give you back the
thrft dogars
ee do~ars
- -Edkb.)pa
Ed
r.)
;Vcritas!
Ite the Editor:
wish. to commend you for
ypur excelent publication which
has brought joy and knowledge.
into my, busy little academic
world. Your Statesman, with its
inspiring masthead, with the allAmnerican silhouette of Abe Linci6r - ,excuse me Ben
Paai-i, has- turned my -mind to
afuaer appreciatin of, our Aierlew beitage I rest assured th at
the Sitesum shall act as a
catalyst in the grand beginning
of a aew era in tbght - one

_

La Belle- Dame

Spirit

-hme rent
r~esignation of Mr. Ward' Melville frrm
the Stony Brook Council has all but shattered any remaining hopes for approval of the projected off-a
s
housing.
A«9lrhug some may feel ttatthe d.feat of thei pro
ject: shld; result in a curtailment of, enrollment we do
not feel this to be the case We urge all students, faculty,
and, administration not to. let this minor setback discourage us, but to rise- to meet the challenge with the true
pioneer spirit which hag enablede us to reach our present

..
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inspire
pants Your paper shall ues in,
human knowledge. It will tuIrn the
University Community itnto a

i

It has become- obvious to eWen the most precursory,
observer that this University is turning into a bastion of
future -moernmism. The seeds -of- a; future matriarchy ae
being planted and cultivated in this fecund atmosphere.
It is time that the male population of the University did
something about the peponderance of women.
Experience shows that women -do not belong in institutions- of higher learning. Yet they are to be found
studying elementary particles, tnot so elementary hydrocarbons, poetry,. history, economics and of course sociology. Everything but what they should be studying. They
are. so .busy showing off their mental superiority that
they never take time to learn to make a cup of coffee.
They cannot fry an egg or sew on a button. How can
any civilization long endure with this situation? Five
year at-most. Soon man will find himself living an obsequious existence under the tyranny of a useless matriarchy.
-What can be done? It is time tfiat women realized that
their pursuit of knowledge is motivated. by neither love
of learning nor love of beauty. It is time that men- realized the insidious efforts of dominmeering women to take
over educational institutions so they will eventually be
able to control the minds of children and turn these
helpless babes into pawns in the great game to bring
momism to power. Our overcrowding problems would be
solved overnight ifwoien would face lip t their proper
role in life and return to their homes and learn to take
camre of.. their men and cease pretending to. be interested
in the profundities of life.
If the women cannot be. persuaded toW leave then they
ought. to be forbidden from taking up classroom space
and permitted only the luxury of caring for the men who
take education seriously.
When girls start acting like girls, dressing like girls,
tallking like girls, cooking like girls, sewing- like girls,
then and. only- then, will we have- a. great society - a
healthy society, a male dominated society. Why should
the future of otur civilizatioibtre placein
jeopardy by
our willingness to allow womend to obtain an education
they neither need, enjoy, nor make. use of? No, it, is. time
to face the horrible truth? What started as an act of
aloing woman to bfecmemanciICe0neo
mw,
pated
ihas turned i
a plot to suet
that geneous
spirit and ruin the country
We appeal to all the girls at this institution to cat
the phony acti drop the books, and get with the serious
business of living seriously. No man in his right mind
believes that a well educated women is.. necessary in
any society and-particularly in our society. What began
as a harmless pastime, the search for truth, has turned
into a dangerous attempt at undermining the male roots
of a great society.

Infirmay Tc
T* Ber
B-Demolishecr
Director of Athletics A. Hery
Von MecOow,. announed today
that the partially completed- in-a
firmary will be torn- down to
msake way-for new tennis courts.
It is widely known that tennis
courts had originally existed on-.
the site of the infirmary, previoust
to its construction. However, it
was just revealed today that the:
Master plan I-f 196W, as revised in,
1961, 1962, 1983, and 1964, had,
l The plan;
been read i r
was taken to cal for the destruction of the tennis courts to make
way for the infirmary. It was re-.
from;
vealed&in asinannoment
the State ArchitEct's office that
the infirmary should have been
located on the site of H-dorm.
Commenting on the situation,
Mr. Fred;Hecklinger, Director of
Student Housing, said "looks like
we goofed.' His statement was
issued- concurrently withl- one by
Dean Tilley that H-dorm would
be razed starting tomorrow to
make way for the infirmary,
i"ngwMMEMIMMlEM

Student's TwentyTir Psh
Thfie Curve is my

_faepard,

I shall not worry.
It maldeth me to sleep through
class periods

It leadeth me to believe in false
intelligence

It restoreth my self respect.
ast a n d sprawling orl ganizalaption of intellectual activity.
It leadeth me in the.path of hard,.
plaud you severely.
courses for prestige's sake.
Sierely
aHas;
Bill Bunk
Yea, tho' I walk through the
,
valley of F's
(Editor's Note
- Mr.
Burn ocBy Liz Widsor H
A proof that greater toleration
can.be learned in a triple were I shall fear no draft
aona
dema strWats hi i& caBA m rity of tfhe studeft- re- th.-wall and ceiling decorations
sidrable- matla. accup
itervw
at SUSB ot one, prticlar thughly fur
For the Curve is with me,
writing for the.-Sfteuu HEJ r is > be&
tt
the
adtagesb
of nisbd- room. The acesssrieenagreedl
also well known
for his w
biy median and thy mean, t
tripling greatly exceed the 'isa- cludd three. ears of Indian: corn,
of expression.
comfort me.
vantages. Although the survey
two
three
by
fine
,woodframed
k. 'I was limited in some respects, in'Guss
' about ten posters and It Pre*pWaetkPme gra-e wsa*
Prnf«M
slgne< :thirty glasses,' tinsel,.
before me in the presenc.
dents ofth uWe
ivesitvy, it does swamp grass, and a beach ball.
_ the Editbr:
of the Administration
reprent a s
sect
of the
student body: two of- the girls reBut when three noimmates sing In- annointeth my grade point
We would like to know wl by, the side ii'Gt
'Gh,.thbe.i iW.-. Ivfir
in tbei s
.erthbe must be a
with B's.
Stbron, whe n other neiwo._,..,
seen, Hatll tvo are st
trping, Oe
of harmony. The same three
oind
hk
we bave ever Sno_
girl- has only-e nrommate.
girlr fWd comlpetng-in a friendly My honor points runneth over.
Wic
e'hae
be- it weekly,
biweeklyeeor even.
way of course- is more exciting.
Sure*; goodness and my transcript daily, insists,- on followi ing a
Thegirs ethusiasticallUy spoke among three. Their "Cut Chart"
shall follow me all-the days
course which, when you 1lDok at of specifie- benefits received. by about which they were far from
of my life
it in its entirety, as I'm suxre you the dwetllg togetber of= three inapatbdihe- indicalsCd bypink stars
t.tu Some of tese
wfl, can ony have effects of the dividual s
who had the mest alts for the And I shall dwell in the house of
type whitth may, under cDtaivm were: the expanded wardrobes
the Curve forever,.
conditions which can, if the pAVo created by the sharing of a clos- week.
per conditions exist, and it is in et, the pooling- of culturally enEven the girl whose tripling exlulml- -I I
UMMUlM
the realm of proabilitv faaie such riching resources i.e. radios, steperience is temporarily ended
conditions may, lead -to s och a eas, refrigerars,
etc., and
emphasized
the FOR SALE:
state of a'fairs as t) sh-k Ie the '"tree heads-- are better than one emphatically
greater stimulation and exciteentire, nit .ust a minority b
head." One of the girls said she
0ffe slighty ased Sack Ba entire population of an arcaFtsuch found it possible to get a the in- ment of a fight between three
Exitllc
* quality
_
'Miiltt
as this with. such rePereCrsskms~ formation she -nedd for five people She said that the only ANY offer aceped.
,
reason
she
had
stopped
tripling.
as t) creats an air that miay in courses while doing the work for
was that "the glitter had worn
the cni-o events, destroyy free- only two. And the pet.w h
WANTED;
off."
d'mi of di oSS, why do ymwe*triples has twice as much chance
rober
·sist on puMishing long, ia ou in- of learning toierance and paF
-It shodd be noted tha where'
0M,bpi
B-t
BBa
et, and senseless letters?
tience tim a person who hs
therts a triple "there it always
ssw& n
_! alib
Lee Mondein
mverely one roomm ate.
someone in to get the poe."*
v

*ree

Wepy
o
*
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Toll; T Be

- wHa

ored By Gate

Professor Poits

To Are sA7MShMf

ITe newly-built main%entrance- security gate will be
dedicated to President Toll on April 16, in honor of his
formal inauguration as University President. From thatday on, the gate will be known as Toll Gate. The selec1ion of the site was made by the Name-the-BuHding
Committee. A plaque is now being prepared for the
event, which will read:
This memorial is dedicated to John Toll
President, State University of New York
at Stony Brook, 1965
The plaque will be nailed to the part of the gate that
goes up and down, letting in or keeping out visitors.
The ceremony will take place
in the afternoon. Earlier in the
day, President Toll will nail his
plaque to the gate. A lecturn
will be placed on the right side
ol theentrance,.and here, at 2:00
P.M. a- security policeman, yet
to be seected, will lecture on
"Gates in Pemspective", At 2:30
hoveorsRockefeller and party
will arrive-at the Gate. While the

University band plays the college
anthem, the Governor. will out
the ribbon, which has, been blocking the entrance, and. then go
back to his car. Up will go the.
gate, and the Governors party
will. lead a procession of' distinguished American and foreign

By BEAR BUNK

23. Vowel.
S: rC soa
25. S
s
(abbr.)
27,. Sup.r
. (inc^
28.
k
33.B of abOf
34. Tlo navigate, a crat
35. Q(ha (ab.r.)
37.
g (q.)
39. A
h
a
40.
e'a'
1
43. 7knrkshi
44. Ah'vas'
45.

1

,ri

Puzzte

^-'

67. Fashion
68. Blank
DOWN

1. Me too.
2. Phooey on everything
morrow's Saturday (abbr ^
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

56.
58.
59.
60.
6i.
64.
65.
66.
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The Stony Brook academic community was shock-strickn on learn1

stad bye

the menacing

blade of the oar _- bull dozer and lay dow. And th- deans

bloodI finger, what a treo is. He
took us; out oB AmIhk
days and
said "TO& i a tree;" He took us

oAt u.spring. da and. said ''This
is a tree!" And; wi
his own
finge he pEnted Ya.. we. learned; what a tree isi We. watched
aempta
tbeaia
ing, to sever them from their
We shouted in
mothr ewArlt
chorus: Stop!. But the machines
sha~l notstop; .hey will move on.
And Professor Achtshun told us
about this. With the self-same
finger he -pointed out "'tree, he
heroically gestured to the bull
dozers. "We can not stop them
from knocking down trees,*" he
said painuy .'%a we can and must - male them selective.
It is our duty, as educated citizens, to stop them from knocking
Ihe deans and chairmen of the
department of trees did not see
Professor Achtshun pointing at
the trees. They did not hear him
utterine his immortal sentence.
TW could not rind his name in
the bibliography of trees, so they
assumed that he didn't know
-teach them
enough about trees to
to. us. And so they hired anothe
man to replace him. A man, who
has writte some books6on trees
He- will join- the department alng
of bushes and
wiWthw S
forests. And he wil turn out a
volume every six and one half
years on trees. And during these
same years be will; wite articles
on limbs and branches and per-- o,
l1ll4
Bl
-

~nssday, and, Rridw

.

and

"Dirty"

(<L.) and "'Poo" (R.) as discovered by R. A. TutUle

The reporters were arrested in
North Hall basement, while they
were working on a dormitory
mosaic project. While "Poo" and
"Dirty" pleaded innocence, the
security police charged that while
under the guise of using the glue
to make the mosaic, they were
actually sniffing it The paY were
wearing sun- glasses at the time.
Schnall and Durking were thenturned over to the Suffolk County
police who imnmdately removed
them to the Head of the Harbor
t..

Reaction around the oampus
was varied. President Too said,
haps if the class is lucky, he may
even show them lide&
In the meantime, Professor
Achtshun will be standing in
some forest. He will be pointing

"This is a liberal University.'
The Public Relaions Office responded to the arrest by immediately issuing press releases to*
all New York papers sayingj
"The gesiffmng pbm
started' and ended with the aet
of
the
"bsea-nik. types"." Mr.
Hocklinger, Dean of Student
Housing, smid Snat nd Durkin!".!"

And1

m
. Howsd Dilg

Head R.A., said, "Not Jeannie
Poo'!" Te Federal Narca,
Burea w.Scbeen otid.
$ an exchusive- jailhowi mte"
view, "Dirty" said, "Experience
is necessary, to understand these
things." She remarked; however,
"It was- a toWAy unemotioral ex6
perience." It a waning t poten'
tial sniffers-.'Dity Dottyf
w
"Jeannie PooW said. "Besiddeawd
psycholgical depe r which
can result- from sniffing the-g8e,

and exclaiming: "This is a tree! "
But only a few will hear him.
Only a few will have the opportunity of knowing what a tre is.
But we - wil always remember
what a tree is. We were korunte
to have a fleshand-blood tree
professor.

Dotty" Durkis
lWhep Dirt
WP ScW"a
and
out ofi prisen they plaw. to s

Professor Martin W. Achtshun
does not have a Ph.D.

reseac on tieir next- series;
B Co tge Caops
Posutiti

users risk years-api -

n

aiw

as what the consequenef of be*^
in. labelld-a sniffer have on the
individual's lhim"

/

ta»taes

- sod biwd, OBw at PWKI

go
wb

sde

md

12. B

1. aeBkfsawe(if17. Plawe boo, aItto -

laet)-

(o_6T

(ato

eM
StPf o
2»i.S.
2- Nartewn NWC

)

-

(a.)

2&, Ssree

w tl a
2A LIca
29. Abstrme31. Raihway.

,

e;

3X YdA.
'
34s Teop~iie

3

(abbr.)

An
vat
Ve
Iea (Pr.)
Whats& ew* PWW --Sewing machine.
Creed (anciemt)
Real Lemon (abbr)
Born.
W
angs t.

-- eye.
Not outside.
br )
ading ship tank (abl .
Aquatic lown.
Office of. Informal Negotia(abbr.)
aions
Goose egg.

9:

47.
49. Baom.
52.
53. e
few.
54. Befoe a
55. Weih

Lck.

For some six years Martin W. izg of the arrest of "Dirty Dotty" Duridn and "Jeannie Poo" Schnall,
Achtshun has worked diligently at Coauthors- of the Dru- oCo
C
e ale pses seriep "Dirbty" asdL
his job of teacher in the departaPoo" were doing field research on a future series, Glu
i
^
ment of tees. But lo, to no avail!
Collneg Cas
-as
seea,
pstheal
p
ian
He's being replaced by an older effects
man more cited in the bibliogra-phies. of our libraries. Where will
Professor Achtshun go? Into the
no world of academia once removed? Or into the corner called
an office with barred door and
Codes d
bows? No.
He shall go to neither1 of these
-lahes - he shall go out into the
open where the treey, are. He

downams the trees;" And. we win.

ACROSS
1. Girl's name.
6. Idiot.
10. Tail of a pixilated ass.
14. Nutty birds. V
IS. 51
1*. Belonging, to Jawaharlal.
18, sevdt.
15. Give me a frW
21. Idleness (LU.)
22. Not down.

Wd4 Affestel
B3y 441?4

shal ot see him.
observer's through Tall Gate.- A
4z d1M.
-Ad
&.
91. Ae-.I
Z:45, a reception wui. be. i
We adire Marti W.. Ahtshun
the snack bar.
bwmwus he shoWed) us -pointing
bea- and *
with his o'f

Crosswodv

By Jerry Lieberman

'Dl1 '

A type of Friar

3& No
38. Eg.
- -

t

gp

wee.

s to* bog nt-o sm- rcatpn
- Nmu.
NOcifw
r .
an
I nO note over-, the.
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The 175 Yard Trap Shot
-

Stan Kopilow

Unknown to most of the University's populace, there are two good
golfers on campus. In fact, good is not the word to describe them.
The two boys, Harmon and Tim Oliver (twin brothers) have been
playing golf since they were 9 months old. Said Harmon, "I learned
to stand using my putter for support." The twins were taught the
rudiments of the game by their father who was fairly successful on
the tour a few years ago.
As the boys grew older and became better, they began to seriously
consider becoming professionals. However, one thing stood in their
way. Neither could hit a nine-iron from a fairway trap to an elevated
green 175 yards away. This one shot stood in the way of fame and
fortune for Tim and his brother.
To compensate for not being able to become professionals, the twins
turned to their second love, physics. This spring, as senior physics
majors here at Stony Brook, they had the chance to meet Distinguished
Professor C.N. Yang, As the three of them sat talking, the two
boys related to Doctor Yang how they had once wanted to be golf
pros. When they told him of their difficulty with the nine-iron shot
from a fairway trap to an elevated green 175 yards away, he almost
fell out of his seat.
"You'll never believe this," he said, "but that shot used to be my
nemesis also. That is, until I learned how to conquer it."
The boys, their interest excited, almost shouted, "Yes, Doctor Yang,
go on. Tell us your secret."
"Well," said Doctor Yang, "you two have probably been playing
ball like most golfers do with the ball directly in front of the left
heel, but what you didn't realize was that this is a very bad place
to try to overcome the forces of gravity. What you must do is play
the ball a few feet in front of you and everything will be fine."
"Thank you, Doctor Yang," they exclaimed joyfully as they hurried
out of the door, eager to practice the new shot. When they got to
the course they searched for a place to try the new stance. Within
fairway trap exactly 175 yards
a few minutes they found it -a
away from an elevated green.
Excited, but still dubious, Harmon stepped up to the ball and
placed himself exactly as he had been told. Putting everything he
had into the shot, he watched as the ball sailed through the air and
landed within inches of the cup. "We've done it," they exclaimed.
Now we can be professional golfers."

Alcindor To Transfer Here
Coach Herb Brown's dream finally has come
concerning Lew Alcindor's transfer to Stony Brook
the All-City and All-American basketball star from
has been in constant touch with Coach Brown since

-Rolf

This reporter and the Sports Editor
talked to Lew this morning after confirmation had reached the STATESMAN of his future plans. In a brief
phone conversation Lew stated that he
had narrowed' his choice of colleges to
St. John's University and Stony Brook,
and after reading about the lack of
academic freedom at St. John's, he de.
cided upon Stony Brook.
When asked whether he was thinking of concentrating more on his studies
here rather than devoting the time required to play ball, Lew responded en.
thusiastically, "I think that the challenge of the much touted Stony Brook
curriculum will stimulate my mental
capacities, but I also look forward to
trying out for the team. I hope I can
make the team and be able to help it as
much as possible."
After leading his freshman squad at
UCLA to an undefeated season, Coach
Brown feels his presence on the same as he, and it is
likely that we may get a
the team roster will "deffew more visitors to the
initely be an asset."
school along with him.
Regional Power
Lew's decision to switch
Coach Brown sees imme- from one university to andiate recognition of Stony other for academic reasons
Brook as a regional power
merits a gold star on this
as a result of Alcindor's school's scholastic reputapresence. With this in mind, tion. Now the time has
he feels that the addition of come for Stony Brook to be
a few more worthy oppon- recognized as an athleticly
ents is next in line. Those as well as an academicly
being considered are St. oriented school.
Joseph's of Philadelphia,
Story Brook students will
N.Y.U., St. John's and
now get a chance to let
Providence College.
loose their long restrained
In addition, Coach Brown exuberant spirit. Lew has
feels it is highly possible come! As an added note,
that the team might see Lew is due for his intertourney action if all goes view during the latter part
well. What the coach gath- of this semester, and it is
ered from his conversations
suggested that the students
with Lew was that other
. efrain from any undue
team-mates of Lew's feel commotion.

Lew Alcindor towers above defenders as he goes
up for a one-handt r.

Fuessler

From the offices of President Toll and Planning Coordinator, E. J. Capello
comes the astounding news which in effect called for a policy change from the office
of President Gould in Albany. Plans have been released with the approval of Governor Rockefeller, Senator Kennedy and Executive Dennison of Suffolk County for a
51,000 capacity domed stadium to be erected on a 200 acre site a half mile from school.
To be started in the summer of 1968 and finished in the spring of 1971, the
stadium will be the site of play for Stony Brook's future football team and the now
existing baseball and soccer teams in addition to various public sports and other
functions.
Dr. Toll, reached for comment at Sunwood, stated, "This planned stadium
will not only serve the needs of the University in its various sport andj social functions but will be utilized for community projects and functions. There is no stadium
of this size closer than Shea Stadium which is 60 miles away. I and the county planners feel a need for such an endeavor in the lives of Nassau and Suffolk County
residents. Yet, the prestige of our University here at Stony Brook will greatly be
enhanced. We can now compete with such all-encompassing State institutions as
Michigan, Ohio and UCLA."
A football team will be formed a year before the completion of the stadium.
Dr. Toll sees the Universitv
within five years of the stadium's
inception as a forerunner in the
nation's sport picture both as a
sport power and as host to various national meets. One striking
innovation in the stadium will be
a swimming pool built underground but able to be raised to
ground level for meets. It will be
air-tight when not in use.

i

true. This morning confirmation
reached him at his office. Lew,
Power Memorial High School,
early last semester.

It was learned that Lew was dissatisfied with the academic standards at the
University of Los Angeles of California. Whether or not Lew's final decision to transfer here was a sudden choice or a long drawn-out matter is uncertain. At least one
thing is definite - Lew will be here next semester.
Long Distance Phone Confirmation

State Reveals Plan For Bowl

Nowhere else in the United
States will such an all-purpose
stadium exist. It will serve swimming, football, baseball, soccer,
concerts and other needs.
From the office of Coach Brown
comes the suggestion that a way
be found to construct a portable
basketball court so that his team
might be able to take full advan»age 0t tme stadium.
Further plans and innovations
will be sent along to you in the
April 7 issue of the STATESMAN.

I

i

Fred Thomson

The Athicltic Ounice has disclosed that Stony Brook will have the first i inercoslegiate surfing team on Long Island. Plans artl now underway
to
convert half of Flax Pond for this purpose. A jetty will extend 100 yards from
i
one shore and a new invention, just recently marketed, the Pe-tersn Ripple Maker, will supply continuous wave action. This machin
isne capable of seven, ten foot waves and one twelve foot wave every
90 seconds. For beginners, the machine can be set to produce smaller waves.
The Ave
at
picture shows the machine in action at theUniversity
of Oregon. It is hoped that all those interested will contact the Phys Ed.
X office at 6790 before April 15.

i

G. CESPEDES TO LEAVE
By-

Sham

a

C

Professor Guillermo Cespedes,
Organization of American States
Visiting Professor of History, will
be leaving Stony Brook after
commencement in June, 1967.
Professor Cespedes has been
teaching at Stony Brook for the
past two academic years. A few
months ago Dr. Cespedes was
offered a permanent position with
tenure in the History Department
which he planned to accept. A
short time ago, however, he received another offer from the
University of California which
better suits his professional needs
and those of his wife.
Acting Master of JS College,
Professor Cespedes said that
whether or not he would be able
to continue his activities in that
capacity would depend on the demands of his Department.
Professor Cespedes said that
he has been "delighted since the
beginning" of his stay here. Asked whether he believed Stony
Brook would one day really be
the "Berkeley of the East", he
replied that he thought it would
be possible in a number of years.
He does not, however, believe in

instant unieity

i

X

same way he does not like in_
stant coffee. 44You must it it
brew a while", he said.
A native of Spain, Dr. Cespedes
entered the United States two
years ago as a permanent resident and dons not plan to return
to Spain. He received his B.A. at
the Universidad de Vilencia, his
M.A. from the Universidad de
Sevilla, and his Ph.D. from the
Universidad de Madrid.
Dean Ross of the College of

Arts and Sciences said that he
had expected Professor Cespedes
to remain as a permanent member of the staff but respected his
reasons for leaving. A permanent
position is, however, left open
and all efforts would be made to
find a man of "equal distinction"
to fill the post. Another OAS Visiting Professor has been granted
to the University for next year.
Dean Ross is confident that the
department will be able to "meet
the needs of interested graduate
students."
Professor Cespedes
teaching at Indiana this
and will be teaching at
versity of California at
in September.

will be
summer
the UniLa Jolla
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Gallucci, Novick WW-Fellows
It was announced today by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation in Princeton, New Jersey, that Robert L. Gallucci, a political science major and
Stewart E. Noviick, a chemistry major, have won the Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
for 1967-68. Susarn Wendell, a philosophy major, won honorable mention. The first
winners of ths Fellowship, at Stony Brook were named last year.
Gallucei, a political science
major, is chief student assistant
in that department and head resident assistant in.one of the UViversity's residential quadrangles.
He was organizer and president
of the Judo Club and has been
active in student government.
Last spring, he vw the University Women's Club's Junior Class
Award- On the Deans' List, he
will do his graduate work in political science.

-

Novick, who is a graduate of
Massapequa High School) has
bin on the Deans" List since
1964. He will do his graduate
work in chemical physics.
The students were honored in
a special ceremony today by Dr.
John S. Toll, Stony Brook pres,
ident, who presented the fellowship winners with their letters of
award from the Foundation. Associate Dean Sidney Gelber also
participated in the presentation.

aSIMPSON JOINS FA CULT Y
Te State University at Stony
Brook today died
the acceptawce of a professorship by
Pulitzer Prive -wning poet LOUIS
S

o

.

..L=1,,

P
aroeor
Simpson, 43, who
won the-1964 Pultzer Prize for
his vollm of poems entitled
"At the End of the Open Road",
will dome to Stony Brook from
the University of California,
Berkeley, in September.
Louis Simpson, a former student of Mark Van Doren, has
been described as "one of the
finest poets in the English language (as well as) one of the
most learned of contemporaries."
He Las published poems, articles
and reviews in many periodicals
in the U.S. and abroad and in
several anthologies. His books include four volumes of poems and
a collection; Riverside Drive a
novel; and An.. itredctio- to
Poetry,
being published this
year. In addition to his impressive abilities as poet - and
scholar, he is reputed to be an
excellent teacher.

vexsity. A tanmn
editor of
Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Company, be taught at Columbia before joining Berkeley in 195 as
professor of E
Br i- the
West ladies he attended Munro
College in Jamaica.
.6"The coming of Professor
Simpson adds further distinction
to a department which has been
Steadily rising in stature," said
Stony Brook President John S.
Toll.

Friday, March 17
St. Pat's Day
3:00 p.m.
COMM CAF

Professor Thomas Rogers, who
heads the University's third consecutive NDEA institute for secondary school teachers of En.
glish; Professor Martin Travis,
who directs the Webam Robertson Coe Fellowship six-week
summer program for outstanding
se daryschool teachers of
American History; and Profesor
Arnold Straftenburg, who is
working to improve the teaching
of physics, particularly in -cmunity colleges with tI* spport
of the Esso Foundation.
Woodrow wabs"
Fel.ews To.
ceive on
cdmcya
f@aid

STEWART E. NOVICK

ROBERT L. GALLUCCI

fees paid by the Foundation), a
Hlivng stipend of $2,000
at. lowances
-for
dependent
Honorable mention winners have
a chance to receive alternate
awards, slam their names are
circulated by the Foundation to
graduate schools and other fellowship agencies.

ONE Student Arrested On LSD Charge

Dirac Revisits

him. X was driven to Mather
Hospital in Port Jefferson by Z
and two other boys. People at
the hospital refused to treat the
boy, so they headed towards St.
Charles Hospital, also in Port
Jefferson.

Nobel Laureate Paul A.M. Dirac of the University of Cambridge is returning to the State
University at Stony Brook on
March 16 for another monthlong, stay as Visiting Distinguish-ed Professor of Theoretical Physics.

By D1ma Abbatkchie

The sale of an LSD pill last
Tuesday, March 7, at the Garden
Apartments of Stony Brook University set off a series of events
leading to the arrest of one student and the questioning of several others.
The student was charged with
the felony 'sale of an hallucinogenic drug. Arraigned in District

Mr. Simpson is a Guggenheim Court on Thursday, he was reFellow (1963) and, in addition to leased in the custody of his faththe Pulitzer Prize, has won such er to await trial. If convicted,
honors as the Prix de Rome he faces a maximum sentence of
(1957), the Hudson Review Fel- five years in jail.
lowship in poetry (1957), and the
A second student is awaiting
Columbia University Medal for the results. of a police laboratory
Excellence (1965). He obtained test on a pill found in his poshis B.S. (1948), A.M. (1950), and session. His room was searched
Ph.D. (1959) at Columbia Uni- by Coram police late Tuesday
afternoon.

PRESIDENT
TOLL'S
PRESS
CONFERENCE

Also honored were several fac.
ulty members whose outstanding
contributions to beaching and curriculum development have been
recognized during the past year
by awards of support from national organizatiffs:

Events started Tuesday morning about 1:09 a.m. when two students, X and Y, were sitting in
their apartment discussing LSD.
According to X, Z walked into
the room with some LSD. He
sold it to X and Y. X cut it
in half and shared it with Y.
Apparently feeling unpleasant
effects from the drug, X asked
to be taken to the hospital after
a tranquillizer failed to calm

At the hospital they were met
by Coram plice, supposedly notified by hospital authorities, and
After
taken for questioning.
nearly twelve hours and periods
of intense questioning, the boys
were released. Only one was
charged.
Other students were implicated
and the police searched several
rooms. Approximately three of
the Garden Apartments were
searched. A drug called methadrine was found in one apartment. In another, the only illegal thing found was firecrackers.
A student on campus was mentioned as having sold some LSD
to Z. He said two Suffolk policemen entered his room with a
warrant. Bhy were in the room
for approximately two hours and
found half of a pill in the drawer
of his roommate. The two boys
were taken for questioning, but
denied any

connection

with

Z

awd were teemed. The pill found

in the room is being analyzed
by police.
According to those involved,
several days after the incident,
X and Y were visited by a Federal agent. He was interested in
hearing a description of the effects of LSD.
Questioned about the incident,
Dean of Students David Tilley
pointed out that it is not the role
of "administrators" to become
involved with or assist students
who get in trouble. If they have
difficulties, with -drugs or other
problems, there are "advisors"
available to them.
In the case of drugs, these advisors will explain the hazards
to the student and assist him in
other ways. These meetings will
remain confidential unless the advisor, after careful consideration,
decides that it would be best for
the student and anyone else involved, to take some further action.

Those mentioned by Dean
Tilley as acting in this capacity
include Mr. John DeFrancesco,
Assistant to the Dean of Students, Mr. I. Andre Edwards, a
guidance counselor and anyone in
Psyceological Services. Students
Continued on Page 5

The British physicists appointment this year, like his month's
visit last spring, is made possible by a grant from the New
York State Science and Technology Foundation. He will give a
special graduate course on developments in quantum electrodynamics, and colloquia and other lectures which will be announced.

According to Stony Brook president John S. Toll, he will also
participate in research programs
with fellow Nobel Laureate, C.
N. Yang, Einstein Professor of
Physics at Stony Brooks and
other members of the University's Institute for Theoretical
Physics.
Considered one of the world's
most distinguished physicists, Dr.
Dirac is one of the leading contributors to the foundations of
quantum theory, the basis of all
present understanding of atomic,
Caotinued on Pa
4e
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4.30 P.M.
Swartz and Randall Jarrell.
the Department of Anthropology, UIniversity of
that these grievances are always
$75
Dmth _nf
Chicago - "The Past of the New World"'
Eng. Lecture Hall 2
On Friday, March 17th, Peter,
Cal 744-9108
Alexander, the noted ShakespearSeminar in Mathematical Temperment
8:30 P.M
FOR SALE: '59 Pontiac, good
Chinese myth with reference to logic the White
ian scholar will deliver a short
Goddess and Plato
cago-born Mr. Dupee is the AuconditXi. 'Automat, less than
talk in the Humanities AuditoriHun. Lobby
40,000 Mies.
um. Professor Alexander, whose thor and editor of several books
Dr.
Darrell
Jackson,
Boeing
Aircraft
4:00 P.Ml
MEL - 5W
"A Frequency-Selective Limiter Using Nuclear
handbook "The Life and Art of about Henry James and is the
Magnetic Resonance"
official biographer of e e cumEng. Lounge
ALTE*NATIVES'TO THE MILI- William Shakespeare" is the only
mings. Mrs. Cummings may accritical work sold at Stratford-onTARY DRAFT: For informAtion
Dr. Azes Paz - "Probabilistic Automata"
company Mr. Dupee in his ap9:25 A.M.
Avon in England, will speak
E-301
selltg on 1oitcenc
and
pearance here.
of
certain
about
the
influence
MONDAY,
MARCH
20
Dr.
Azes
Paz
"Probabilistic
12:00
Noon
ea
fere,
objectift to
Automata"
upon
Renaissance
paintings
Mr. William Phillips, Chairman
Bay Meetftg, RedlgConessc*n
E-301
Shakespeare's plays and the role of the Editorial Board of the
os SW etty of Friends (Quakers),
W. C. Queen - "The n-Dimensional Generalized
of Mythology therein. He will use Partisan Review will lecture here
Welerstrass Transformation"
St. James.
Moriches ,oad,
slides obtained from the Fine on March 21 in the Biology AuEng. Paaculty Lounge
George Pazer 941-9148
Also on March 22
Arts Department to illustrate his ditorium. Mr. Dupee will speak
talk. Professor- Alexander, for- either on "the Function of the TUESDAY, MARCH 21 - Dr. Azes Paz - "Probabilistic
9:25 A.M.
Happy BWrthday Tommy Automata"
merly of Glasgow University, is Avante Garde in Literature" or
Love J.G.
E-301
now on the faculty at SUSB.
"Sexuality in Fiction".
Professor Ray Mittra "Diffractibn Theory
god

A.

,

I

LIit;; Fetst

i

-New- Assistant

-no -ttsefie:id

'

-WEEKLY CALEND>AR:-

s

cn

On To Passak, Biday Boy
Love, S. Cooke
Hooray for an th TOMS from
Albanf. I hope you're' happy -

On March 20th in the Humanities Auditorium, Mr. F.W. Dupee
will give a poetry reading or a
lecture on e e cummings. Chi-

Readings by Louis Simpson and
Jon Silkin on March -22 and 23
respectively will round out the
Literary Festival.

of Imaging with Coherent Optics and Microwaves"

4:00 P.M.

E-143

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22 - Dr. Azes Paz "Probabilistic Automata"
............... .....

.. .
......... ....
.
... .. ... ..

12 Noon
---
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INCOMPLETES

Students who- received grades|
of "Incomplete" in the fall semester are reminded that finalI
grades for these courses are due
in the Registrar's Offi*e not later than today, Mareh 15 or the,
incompletes will automatically be
changed to failing grades. Any;
undergraduate or graduate student in this category who has;
not yet received confirmation ofr
his final grade from the Registrar should check with the instructor of the course without
delay and arrange for the instructor to report the final grade.
to the Registrar.

MATH TEAM

There will be a meeting of the.
Mathematics team on Tuesday,
March 14, at 8:30 P.M. in room
145 of the Physics building. Competition will take place, and anyone can attend and compete.

!
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NSF GRANT
The Department of Mechanics

bhase been granted $10,800 byt the
National Science Foundationw for
the support of an "Undergrbduate Science Program" during! this
coming summer. Undergrauate
students who are interested in
advancing their understanding of
the engineering sciences a and
their ability to employ effective
investigative prcedures should
make application. The progtam,
under the direction of Professor
R.S. Lee will support the scholarly activities- of eligible -UnderL
graduate students for a period
of ten weeks during the summer
months of 1967 with a stipend
of $600. Special prevision is made
for expenses such as equipment,
supplies and publication- page
charges. Application forms are
available in the Department office, Room 314, Engineering. The
application deadline is March
31, 1967.

Dullki
ala, a student of ttfls
I53,has givand an actor until
en over 1l,o00reeitel in all parts
of the world including Russia,
South America an, Vietnam. He
has a repertoire particularly ad-apted to foreign audiences, and
students. At the present he is
touring colleges in Canada and
the United States.
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-- KGS FOOD
To: Stud _t--on Kosher: Food
Plan
.The; dates .below which- are
folowed by- an, asterisk are days
on whihthe- food service will
be serv ig kosher food.
Next week you will receive the
list for the week before Easter.
If there are.any questions or
problems, call 6924.
Tues., Mar. 7 - *
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Wed., Mar. 8 - Fish
Thurs., Mar; 9- - <
Fri., Mar. 10 - * Shrimp fao
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Two infoerma concerts:

Pete Edward', Quintet

|
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SUNMY,
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*Lion - Lamb Dance and
Coffee House
The Cummin& lWes and
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MARCH 17, 18,,19
FRIDAY
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-He said ta men beHoe S-al=ug-addics becoholics andcausr they am running--away

Jo._

4WteZ

as- a

_Iss

tant -ass being
persn.

you?" I1f am an addict", he anCELEBRATE LIFE
what if you gave
At an informal gathering spoo- swe ed. --'a
sored by the Newman Club, Fat&- up" drugs , who, woud you, be
er James Reagan told students then?" "An exfaddict", was hs
to "celebrate life". By celebrat- rely.
ing life, he means knowing oneself and being free to accept
close relationships with others.
. Father Reagan, a priest worb k ing out of a center in Brownsville, N.Y., said that we should
lives,
stop programming our
Americans are so busy product
ing that they do not stop to con.
sider who they- are.
One student- complained that
males had- to produce good
grades or get a "tropical vacation". Father Reagan agreed
that it is often necessary to -play MARCH MADNESS WEEKEND

FRENCH 'POETRY
Pierre Viala will give a recital of French poetry on Modiday, March 20 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Biology Lecture Hall. Mr. Vi-

*JWEJS centr of HLquade
2;:00P.3M.
at tbe€ ach
-I
- p^Hou*

the ga-0 in our-scietybut-one
should -try to "celebratblife" as

(190 Yards West of th
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I
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I

II

Ball ...........
IIMeat
Meat Ball Parmigiana

I

.60
.75
.65

.

American Cheese .....
.80 Ham . . ...........
.60 Ham and Cheese . . . . . .
.75 Saluni -and Cheese . .. ..75 Egg Plant . . :. . ... ...

Sausage ..........
.
Sausage Parmigiana . .Pepper and Egg . .. .
Mushroom and Egg ..
Sausage and Peppers .
Meat Ball and Pepper .
LARGE PIZZA ....

Tuna Fish . . . .. .. .. . .
0
Roast Beef .O ..........

.75
1.60

.........

.55
.75
.50
.60
.75
.75
.60

Egg Plant Parmigiana..
Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
Veal Cutlet ..........
Veal and Pepper ......
Pastrami ............
Hamburger ..........
Cheeseburger ........
French Fries ........

SMALL PIZA ..........

.

.75
.95
.80

1!
II

.90

.75
.40

.50
.25

1.30

Free Delveries Evey Half Hour From 9 P.M. to 1:30 A.M.
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Wider Horizons:

:

PUZZLE
CROSSWORD10: Stationary
quantum states

1. Terra 6. Tropical bird
10. Celestial body

14. Species of willow
15. Medical specialist (abbr.)
16. Brazilian sports star
17. F-iner
18. Paltry sums (Scot.)
20. Caterine-the Great, et al.
22. Inception
23. Innkeepers (Brit.)
26. Relevant
30. Type of melding
31. Repeated lubrication
32. Astishment suse
36. Shah's- nuieu
37. Issue

38. Aqng, for one
42. Whpn cord45. Archaic "a

46.
47.
51.
52.
57.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Electra's brother
Determined in advanced
Weapon
-River in Wyoming & Nebraska
Egg -a
State
Oriental interjections
Feminine n
Russian negative
Surpass again
Organic radical (Chem.)

65. Hydrates

Artists Return

66. Informers (Brit.)
DOWN

1. Set of type
2. Egyptian fertility goss
3. Wealth (Sp.)
4, B dary
5. Advent
6. Threatened
7. Fermenter
8. Oompass point9. American monopoly (abbr.)
- -

-

PETE'S and EDffH'S
Barber Shop &
Beauty Parlor
ON CAMPUS
Opqa "

a
a week
(With or Witho*
Ar_

In a Rush?
Call for Appointment
Telpo

11. Rigid
12. Writer Horatio
13. Musical pauses
21. Digit
24. Minneapolis institution (abbr.)
25. Turkish title
26. Electron tube part
27. Weird
28. Equine color
29. Threatening
33. Send forth
a entity
34. One d
35. Holy females (abbr.)
39. Fragment
40. To dress, as flat
4L Affi a
42. Uitzrian casn
43. War god (comb. form)
44.' Part of the American scene
47. The itch
48 Eaed
one
49. Hardwood
50. hiplant
53. E
ndian ramie-plant
54. Telescope user (abbr.)
55. Swindle
56. Vipers
58. Direction (abbr.)
59. Organic photo - sensor

e 678

Topple 67"

In a return engagement by
popular request, two young Japanese musticias will present a
vilin-piano recital at the State
Univesit- at Stony BA*x Sunday evening, Mard 1l, as part
of -the Universiy's 'Youmg -Ar
tte- Series". <This is avange
from the March -16 date specified in the Arts Calendar.)
Violinist Yumi Ninomiya and
pianist Mikiko Usui, who performed here last spring,- will
play the Bach Sonata in A Major,
Stravinsky's "Divertimento", and
Sonata in A Major by Gabriel
Faure.
The concert will begin at 8:30
p.m. in . the University. Theater.
SUSB students will receive -their
free tickets on presentation of
their ID cards at the Music
Office or at the Student Booth
of the Student Polity weekdays
between 9:00 and 12:00 and between 1:00 and 5:OD. Tickets at
$1.50 each for faculty and staff
may be reserved by calling 2465671 during the same weekday
hours, and ean- be picked up
prior to the performance at the
Evening Box Office where tickets
remaining after reservations may
also be obtained.

-

by Bob Passikoff

As a student at Stony Brook,
and an amateur astronomer (by
virtue of taking ESS 101), I offtr a new astronomical theory to
the student body for their aPproval. My hypothesis is that the
sun shines because of this
school's existence, or to be more
clothing.
specific, the existence of the
These children are brought on blinding light provided by our
campus every Saturday; they street lamps. When, at eight in
have lunch, then play basketball, the morning, some forgotten deigo swimming, or participate in ty chooses to switch on the
an arts and crafts program. This street lights here at the S.U. of
is all done under close super- N.Y. at S.B., the rays of the
visio; ideally there is a 1 to 1 sun are attracted to the campus,
ratio between the staff and the and it gets light outside. Then,
wondrous to behold, the students
chikd-en.
can actually see where they are
The aims of thOe project are going. My theory can be proven
two-fold. First to help the chil- by the fact that at night, when
dren telves,
the campus_ lighting system is
then to show
them what the outside world is fast asleep, it's pitch black outlike and -to make education seem side. No lights, ergo, no sun.

worthwhile. So far they have
been taken to the zoo and the
museum. Future plans include a
trip to JFK airport. The second

aim of the program- is to benefit the staff
d the university
itself. While working on the program, the staff embeOr has- the
rhance to -fin& hmeaf." while
helping others. 7he pro
ben-

efits the unveAdsiy by integrating it with the outside commaity. thereby breaking down its
'4ivory tower" image.

WS1r

Horizos has

grown

# go

at

IT ISBETTER TO LIGHT
ONE CANDLE THAN
TO CURSE THE
DARKNESS

a project in

social work, was started about a
year and a half ago by Stony
Brook students. Since then, it has
become an example of community and university interaction.
Each week twenty five Stony
Brook -students, two high school
teachers and several students
from Setauket and Port Jefferson
give a few hours of supervised
recreation to underprivileged
children from the ages of 3 to
16. Many of the children come
from the impoverished Cranberry Street area in Riverhead,
known as "the bottom". Their
houses are tarpaper shacks, their
large -families lack adequate

ACROSS

he

-'The Gripes of Wrath

By R*ichad Pwz

Wider Horins,

*

With the present condition

of

the campus, going to the library,

to Xe gmasium. or going to
a late class can be a precarious
safari which would make -the
I

bravest African white hunter
in his student I.D. card.
The campus has an abundance
of its own hidden lakes and
quicksand pits. Either the administration is trying to capture
a very large animal, or to find
a way to end the crowded dorm
situation by trapping unsuspecting students in the open excavation for the Campus Center.

Xturn

A
remedy for this campus ma.
lady might be either to turn on
the campus lighting system at
night instead of during the day
(a s
ridiculous an idea as this
might be!), or to issue every student a flashlight and a supply of
batteries until Daylight Savings
T e
i
ge s in t o e
t gi iv gn
T
V goes ito efet, giving students a better chance for survival.
-

Some non-believers in my thee
nn -e levere
my tht
obe f or m
t as a
re w
e t h esa

. w .r lg

university. It
seems, however, that it was a
bit lighter, a-bit more often.
a

ff~~-

COMMENT-

DRUG PROBLEM BOTCHED
By Nmad

"Reliable sources have informed me that you've been smoking
greatly since its inception. The pot in your room." This is the accusation that
Dean Bybee
number of children has increas- sented to two students, as they related it to me. He then predeed from 23 to about 45.- The manded that they admit it, confess to everything that they had
staff has increased proportionate- been -doing with drugs, and inform on their friends ("And Norman
ly; while only a few sdent ,ac- Bauman - what about him?"). As it turned out, the charge, based
tivists" started the program. on third-hand information, was not true. The students involved were
there are Dow 25 SUSB students furious, and complained to Dean Tilley.
and about 15 interested people
Other students have been called down to Dean Bybee's office.
from the local communities in. Be seems to be the administration officer in charge of these things.
volved in the program.
I have been told of students being threatened with being turned
Ile only serious problem fac- over to the police if they did not confess and name names. This
ing Wider H
si is a severe tactic usually works. Since students who have informed on their
one; lack of funds. Money is frieds are usually -unwilling to talk about it, it is difficult to find
needed,-to pay for the meals that out exactly what is, going on in these star chamber p e
Dean Tilley and Dean Bybee have admitted to me that they use
are given to the children, for
these tactics. They defend them by saying, "You have a right to
arts andesafs s-- plies and for
bus seric
on trips. Yet the know what we are being told about you" and "Rather than bave
ned by the police, -we offer students the choice of having
university refuses to give them you que
any money; the limited amount us. question them.
These arguments are ridiculous. They do not tell us everything
that they have comes pin
y
they know about us, but only enough to bluff and coerce. In
from the- Unitarian Fellowship
questioning for the police, the administration becomes an arm of
and some local charis.
the police. They can and do go beyond the limits that restrain
If you would like further in- police. They do not, for example, have to inform a student of
formation on Wider .Her_, his right to remain silent or provide him with a lawyer.
please contact Margaret Block
Students are accused on hearsay, often false, possibly based on
.
....
at 5286.
someone's reasoning that since a person looks different, he must
use drugs. In the above case Dean Bybee said that a "reliable
source" told him that he had hard that the students were using
Dirac
drugs. One result of this is .to make looking different dangerous.
Continued from Page 1
Another result is to make it npossible for anyone to confide in
nuclear and elementary particle anyone connected with the adminitation.
Dean Bybee's and Dean Tilley's justification for this purge is that
physics. He was. awarded the
since the State pays the bills, the University has an obligation to
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1933,
jointly with E. Sehrodtnger, for uphold the laws of the State to the letter. This is Unrat. Laws
his work in combining the quan- must be enforced selectively, for purely practical reasons, and this
tum theory with the special the- is one law that even the police -let slide. There is no reasonable
reason why the University should decide to purify itself in this one
ory of relativity of Einstein.
The 65-year-old physicist was area. The University has a full-time official engaged in enforcing
born in Bristol, England, obtain an archaic law. Bybee has stirred all this up. He has built quite
ed his B.S. degree from Bristol a reputation for himself on this issue, at the expense of giving
University and his Ph.D. from
police records to many students. If he wants to pursue it further,
Cambridge.
Continued from Page 4
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J.OBS -AND STUDY -OPPOI TUNTmES
Information of interest to faculty members and graduate students on programs of post-graduate study, vacancies in the
teaching and student personnel
staffs of colleges and universities. Mr. Keene in Room 67 in
the Gym.

For Seniors or graduate Science majors who have an interest
in writing Mr. James S. Watkins,
LABORATORY MAPublisher,
NAGEMENT, 200 Madison -Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016, has an
editorial position available with
his magazine which hundles "Ideas for Operation of- Industrial,
Government, Clinical and Academic Laboratories".

Miss Amelia Smith, Summer Experience in Social Work Re
cruiting Center, 225 Park Ave.
South,. New York, N.Y. 10003.
The deadline for receipt of these
Mach. 21.
applications

A new program for students
who wish to work in Suffolk
County this summer is being
formulated. A large. number of
_usiaesses
and. organizations in

the county are being contracted
for summer jobs. All students
who would like to work in Suffolk County this Summer may
pick up their application blanks
in the Placement Office.

Students who are now in their
i
_,ji P
em
junior year and .would like a
9
y'm
9
summer job either in a retail
The State University College at
department store or with an inGeneseo is providing librarian
Continued on Page 5
surance company may see Mr.
training at the graduate level
Seniors who are majoring in Keene and ask about the oppor- I suggest he join the police force. There is no place for this
for Liberal Arts and Science
in a community of scholars.
graduates. Contact: Mr. B.S. Wy- fields relating to social work are tunities offered by Allstate, Abra- mentality
F a c ul
ty members have told me repeatedly that, they. have never
nar, Division of Library Educa- invited to tontact Mr. Wayne ham- & Straus. and Massachusetts
h e ar d o f
such, cooperation between school administration abd the
tion, State University
College, Carhart, Assistant to the Chair- Mutual A & S has training poe ve n
in-state-sponsored institutions., and were repulsed by it.
police,
Long
and
man,
Department
ofPediatrics,
Brooklyn
Geneseo, N.Y. 14454.
sitionsuin
Downstate Medical Center, 450 Island which include a variety T h e r e is even some question as to the legality of the adminisThe School for International Clarkson Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. of assignments in the areas of tration's actions. There may, for example, be criminal slander inv o l v ed
I am getting in, touch with the Anerican Civil Liberties
cor
service,
sales customer
Training, a part of the Experi- The Medical Center has a social sales, customer
service,
corn-ib
ment in International Living, of- work job available in their Out- parison shopping, and merchant Union. s t u d e n ts should not be subjected to this. tratring without
fers formal instruction and in- Patient Clinic. This position pre- disming along with weekly sem- le gal c o n s u l. I would suggest that Polity hire a lawyer to investigate the Actions of the administration, and upon whom a stutensive language training, as well
top execultives desents a golden opportunity to the inars lead by
d e n t c o u ld c a l i f h e i s
summoned to Bybee'S office. Lawsuits are
l
of
as a job abroad as part of its
an
overview
Signed to provide
person
who
want
to
enter
the
program.
moreeffective, than resolutions.
their operations. The salary is
Th e
administration is- treating. his problem by, brute force Applidcatio t^ fezts may be ob- field without first obtaining- their $90 per week, deadline April 15 ca n
lli g in the, police. How, else are they treating it? By recom-Massachusetts Muttlal presents
tained by writing: International MSW degree.
QCarne Traininm Pro-nram
Shnnl
mending Psycbologicalr Services. ,(with a. threM-ronth- wait, unless
a summer program which pro
a
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a
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The deadline for the. application,
recommendations, and transcript
is April 10.
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pram
gencies, in New York City may
obtain applications by writing to

Surgeons. -TiXxsenieting waill not
be scheduled unless there is sufficient interest.

That would be the first step in al.effectivelutio
to the drug
problem. He sbould.then turn .the poblem over; to faculty, memlbers to evaluate the drug bugaboo.

EUROPE: iPART tV-Engand-First Stop

by Bof Fuessler
With suitcase and passport in ter which nothing can be con-must. Last summer a Stony
speaking
was
student
Brook
hand, you are now ready to de- fusing.
there when another Stony Brookpart for Europe. Travelling ti:me
Whatever your interests are,
ite walked up. The speakers unwill average from 6-42 hours ido
pending on the plane's type <md London has something to engage dergo the finest heckling in the
them. The first thing to obtain
world. For those of you who
landing destination. The ideal rsitli k e
it L o n o n is a s u
en y o u
churches,
.Wstminster
h
d
nth
wh
uation is to spend a three moi
w ay
withAbbey and St Paul's .Cotbedral
(underground) guide,
vacation in each of the countries
out. which
you
are lost,.
and. a
are musts.
,
.
^
a
of Europe, but time is always
map of Greater London; preferproblem. I will be talking in
One of the great features in
ably one that lists all the siteterms of a week in each coiunLondon is its theater. London ofseeing spots. Once you are settry. From this, a person mlay
fers playgoing in its most excittled down in a hotel, hostel or
add or subtract time, depend:ing
whatever, it is advisable to spend ,ing, comfortable and inexpensive
on hotw interested he or she is
form. The highest-priced seats in
the next few days seeing the hisin the country; some people n lay
the best theater in London never
torical monuments.
munnot even want to see onew coi
goes over $3.50. Lat&,year, I saw
try.
"The Killing of Sister' George",
England is the ideal country in
which to spend yedr: first ffew
English-speaki ing
This
.days.
country is a good stopoff for umniliguals before they have to invade the continent with their dlictionaries. It is a good country to
get the "siteseeing for the ssake
of siteseeing" kick out of yeDUr
system. There are many gr eat
-many historical sites and moinuments in and outside of. Lonedon
which are worth seeing. A firrsttime traveller also learns the
ropes concerning what a tourrist
should or should not do. In IEngland, the tourist is initiated into the most inexplicable monetary system in all of Europe, af-

The places to see in London
are: The Tower of London, a
tour of this could take an entire
afternoon. But never on Sunday,
for it is badly crowded. Buckingham Palace is a great treat
if you arrive for the changing
of the guards which takes place
every day at 11:30 a.m. The
British Museum contains many
of the historic documents that
we read about m history books.
For those; whov-b'.-4pn
going
to museums, thio-4ee is one of
the most ineresting in Europe.
Parliament :is
interesting to
-watch in. session. With its pageantry and ritual it is quite different from the U.S. Senate.
Speakers Corner is a Sunday

at that time the best play in
London, for 82 cents. In New
York, the prices for this play
were well over $5.00 on Broadway. A good periodical to get is

"What's On In London" which is
available at newsstandi. This is
the Cue of London.
There are many othe

sites to

see. A good book to buy is
"Eurpe On $5.00 A Days by Arthur Frominer. It lists all the
good pleaces to go, the restaurants and hotels which are within that budget.
London has a number of excellent parks and even more numerous squares. A walk through

some of these will show you the
real London beyond the build-ings. Everyone spends their two
hour lunch breaks here, reading
their papers and whatever. There
is no rushing like New York,
even the underground is a sanctuary of relative calm.
.

-_
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Anotner must in London is
Soho,-a section which is equivalent to New ,York's Greenwich.
Village. Aside from the interesting people, there are some excellent and cheap restaurants in the
area. Those who are, limited in
funds will usually find themselves here. Before leaving England, a "good dish -not to miss
is kidney-pie and chips or fish
and chips, which can be purchased in the numerous Chip
Shops around London. For the
curious and the clothes-min7ded
Carnaby Street is interesting, although it is. not all that it is
made up to be.

Odtside of London, thert is the
beautiful countryside for which
England is famous. If you have
the time a trip to Strafford-onAvon and Cambridge is reebmended. The Scottish highlands
are also great if you want to get
away from it all.

When you are ready to leave
England, a good way to reach
the continent is by train to Dover and then -abthe.ferry either to
France
or
Belgium. From
France,. travel to Paris and the
South is quite .easy and from
Belgium travel to the North or
East is simple by train.

If yeow are_. a hitchhiker, the
r Dute is ferry to Calais and
from there to Paris.
Next week: France, Spain and
ea ny.
es t

-,LSD
CContinued from Page 1
may also consult the medical
authori ities on campus.
Dean i Tilley also said that the
univers sity would not punish those
sbrudentts who are involved with
th e p lice.
ol
Simil lar incidents, such as that
which took place at Stony Bprook
on Tue sday are also occurring at
o th e r State schools, including the
E
Agricul Itural and Technical College in Farmingdale and at, Harpur (rnecently renamed the State
Univers sity at Binghamton).
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The Lottery System -Regained
The current debate among college
Draft Plan Spelled Out
students over the effort to change the
Who is deferred or exempt from the
operation of the draft revolves upon an
draft?
inconsistency which is given little empHere is a table prepared by Admihishasis. That is, although there is a willtration officials to show how the draft
ingness to believe that the Johnson Adoperates today and how it would opministration is making a just effort to
erate. under the proposals President
resolve the crisis in Viet Nam, and alJohnson outlined in bhis message to
though there is a willingness to share
Congress.
in the fruits of the affluent socio-eco-TODAY
nomic order the war seeks to preserve,
All fathers are exempt and exempstudents tend to believe that they should
ons are granted to others who demn mize their chances of military servonstrate "extreme hardship."
ice, thereby, condoning the present inStident exemptions:
equities in the draft system.
The Statesman believes in the right of
* ROTC Students
individuals to hold to views of their
* High school students until graduchoosing, but we also feel that each peration or attainment of age 20
* Students until end of academic
son acting upon and within a social
milieu must be held responsible for the
year
* Divinity students (exempt by law)
consequences that crystalize as a re* Undergraduates and graduate stusuit of his views. The principle that men
dents satisfactorily pursuing a
under a democratic leadership of their
full -time course (under special
consent have the responsibility to that
criteria)
leadership to maintain the continuity of
Occupational exemptions:
the social order, is a major assumption
* Those in critical occupations and
of the liberal tradition. Predominant
essential activities
opinion presently tends to renounce this
* Essential agricultural workers
principle and to take on a philosophy of
* Apprentices meeting certain cribad faith.
Hiding behind the cloak of arbitrary
t e r ia
*
Ministers (exempt by law)
the
chances
maximizes
that
inequities
Other exemptions:
of a ruling majority to exercise a des* Reservists
picable immorality is no way to adjust
* Sole surviving sons (exempt by
to a political order.
It happens to be a fact that, as a result
law)
o ffi i'ls(69'i
(
e e te d -6m
n
n
* o ertain. elected
of low accessibility to the educational
system, certain individuals are carrying
Non-draft liable aliens
Nondraft liable
i
the burden of tie preservation of the
society to whim they can be only marWHEN FAIR PLAN GOES INTO
EFFECT
ginally ommitted.
f young: men will
Since the majoriy
The Statsman- feels that a lottery
wil be liable to the draft in their 19th
system is necessary, but the artificial
year, the grounds- for deferment would
limits on individuals after high school
be limited to:
graduation in President Johnson's proposals preserve intolerable inequities.
.
Except for those who oppose the war on
* Extreme
hardship
* S t u d ents in o ff ic e r programs c o m religious or moral reason, there is no
justification for the lottery system not
mitted to serve
Students until end of academic
to be applied univers&ly. In the case of
those who support the war, such a sysyear
* High school students until gradutem would equally distribute the opportunities for military service throughout
ation or age 20
the male population. The reduction of
* R e s e r vists
o Medical and dental students
extraneous considerations from creepsueo
ing into the operation of the selective
*
Sole surviving
I
o ~~~~Certain
elected sons
officials
service system will insure that those
* Cerraft lble
aes
raft liable alens
who believe in the protection and preserIf undergraduate college deferments
vation of American society are equitably held responsible for direct particiare permitted until a bachelor degree
is obtained:
pation in that preservation and protec* On graduation, man has equal extion.
posure with 19-year-age class of
The new system proposed by Presthat year - under FAIR plan
ident Johnson omits alternatives for

persons not in favor of the war. This
omission the Statesman feels is intolerable and contradictory to cherished
ideals of democratic life. The real question to be solved is the institution. of a
new draft system is: Since less than
half of the male population is actually
needed to fulfill the military require
ments in Viet Nam, how do we choose
these men? The question of when it
should be decided should be done by
lottery alone. But when the government
refuses to accept the rights of individuals to oppose the war, the Statesman
feels that is must make an objection.
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No graduate deferments permitted
except for medical and dental students
Whether undergraduate college student deferments are to be continued is
yet to be decided. Apprentice deferments will be continued if undergraduate college student deferments are
continued.
In addition, conscientious objectors
will continue to be eligible under strict
criteria, either for non-combatant military service, or for civilian work contributing to the maintenance of the
national health, safety, or interest.
*
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All letters to the aditor mast reach Box 200 Sooth Hall so
later than 5:00 PM. the Saturday before the Wednesday isse.
Names will be withhell
-on reqesbat
b all letters most bear the
athoes signature. Letters. should be limited to 300 words and be
typed, double-spaced.

Defense of

Mighty Casey
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to sort
of defend Mighty Casey'- (whoever he/she/it) may be. Ever
since that distorted letter Mighty
wrote a couple of weeks ago appeared in the Statesmaa, people
have been denouncing the poor
soul. I don't think Mighty Casey
deserves all this criticism...
alone. You see, there is an undercurrent of sentiment-from a
very- vocal minority on this campUS complaining about- the SABsponsored concerts.

The general. complaint ..goes
sogething like this:"Those damn
ethmics have- all ethnic music"
Wel, first I just s gged
t
.whole thing off .as- silly;

after

all I really. don't know what
"ethnic music" is. Then. as comZlaints, came in (nearly one comlaint for ..every eight or. nine

ompiments) I realied what
most of these hepps were crying about.. Tie only colusion
I can draw- is that Migy Casey

and his crew hate music and
classify anyone who likes music
- any music - as an ethnic.
After all, he did claim that all
the concerts, moods and informal
concerts as "ethnic".
These ethnic entertainers include people like Ali Alrbar Khan
(classical Indian jazz),- Astrud
Gilberto (popular), the Byrds
(rock 'n' roll), Jim Kweskin (jug
band music), Claremont Quartet
(classical), Blues Project (folkrock, Fantasticks (musical-comedy), Pat Sky (folk), Herbie Mann
(jazz), "Howlin" Wolf (blues).
ballet,
Coming up we have
jazz, opera, popular, rock 'n' roll,
classical and folk. What exactly
do you want Mighty Casey?
Aren't you capable of anything
creative - and I don't mean
using a thesauras creatively; tell
us, what you think we should do
with our student funds?

a certain loyalty for our school
has developed. However, no matter how deep the feeling is, we
can visit other schools and see
in comparison the many things
that Stony Brook lacks.
In last week's Statesman a
new column, "The Gripes of
Wrath", brought one of these
complaints out. Perhaps, it was
just coincidence that the complaint was made about the perpetual rain and snow, and the
following weekend was the warmest and most beautiful one in a
long time. Coincidence, yes,
probably. But, if more . complaints were brought out into the
open, something could be done
about them.
With more of. this article each
week and some student action- oa
the problems pesentd; there is
one phrase we could make obsolete. Stoy Brook is a great university., e pt lor.;..
Frances Richmond

Column
Condemnned
To the Editor:
I would like to reply here to
Ernie Freilich's article "On Public
Displays of Affection"
(3-1-67). I am afraid I am one
of those "few prudes" who are
offended by necking in the public places of our university. Personally, I believe there are more
people who resent these displays
than Ernie seems to realizes
Whether nuerous or scarce,
however, the fact that we are
supposedly all 'have hots' is no
excuse to ignore our feelings and
rights. In our society it is particularly unstylish to be prudish,
but summarily dismissing us after a bout of namecalling is a
very irresponsible attitude.

Jealousy is probably always involved in cases where the
"prudes" take offense at necking couples. However, the couples
undoubtedly realize that there
are indeed "have-nots" among
By the way, feedback on the us. Why not show the usual courconcert series from the students
tesy, love-makers, and spare
has been excellent. I guess most your unfortunate school-mates
people are musical or ethnic or embarrassment
and
lonely
something like that.
thoughts of being "out of it'l
This is not very much to ask.
Howie Klein
Mr. Freilich thinks the solution
Chairman
PS - Personal thanks to MC to the problem is for the prudes
for putting me in such distir to avoid looking at the lovers.
However, this is rather difficult
guished company. -Love, Howie
to do at times. The other day I
istanig on the dinner ine
was
while a coupBe neced and wriggled body to body right in fvront
of me. Reading a paper once in
H lobby after dinner, I felt libe
Irving Egghead for all the oTo the Editor:
ples sprawling about on the adjoining ouche- In additi,
our
For all of us here at StoM lounges and public. areas
are not
BrooDk, w ether wee
ha been
bere four yeans or six mohs,
Continued on Page 7
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Letters
Continued from Page 6
exclusively for students. Parents,
professors and university employees frequently enter these places
as well as students. The necking
situation on campus can be quite
embarrassing when these people
are involved as observers. Even
the more uninhibited among us
(the anti-prudes, I guess) don't
like to bring their parents and
relatives into our lounge-world of
passionate amour;
- I agree with Ernie Freilich on
the question of legislation to prevent "public displays of affection". I certainly have absolutely
no intention of tapping the shoulder of one or two sweethearts in
the midst of an embrace and telling him: "I don't mean to bother you, but I'm bringing you
both up on charges." I would
not even expect an RA to enforce legislation of a restrictive
type. I would, indeed, object to
legislation .more than the necking which prompted it. However,
a little restraint and respect for
othersis not.much to ask of the
couples involved. There are

so-

cial lounges on campus where
you may relieve pent-up libidinous impulses if you can't wait
until- Friday evening, lovers. At

C|lMaTI.M]
CON
By Aaron W. Godfrey
Torn between my own moral
convictions and an unwillingness
to impose my -code of ethics on
those who do not share it, I
must state that as a matter of
conviction I am opposed to casual and random pre-marital in
tercourse. Even on a naturalistic ground I am not convinced
-that it has a stabilizing effect
on young people who may not
have the maturity to handle it.
Sexual intercourse is appropriate for a special and intimate
type of relationship which ought
not to be classified as a mere
animal function like eating or
voiding. To encourage it on this
level is to deprive the participants of much joy.
least the social lounges need not
be entered by all those going to
the cafeteria. A little responsibility and feeling for others is all
that's required in this situation.
I consider necking couples in the
public places and restrictive legislation equally reprehensible.
Sophomore Male.

CONTRACEPTIVE
On the other hand, waiving my
prior objections, I question whether the university or university
health service ought to take the
role of parents in the prescribing
or dispensing of contraceptives.
I personally believe information
should -be provided but do not
believe it should go further.
Since the Health Service exists
to handle emergencies, treatment
of less immediate problems continue to be referred to the family physician as a matter of
practice.
I therefore feel it is not apuniversity
propriate that the
health service prescribe contraceptives. Although I believe it
undesirable that a child result
from pre-marital sexual relations
the responsibility for protection
ought. to be on the student not on the university health service. Contraceptives are generally available through various legal channels. "The Pill" also is
available by prescription after
examination.
careful physical
The anxiety of students regarding the availability of contraceptives on campus suggests that
they may be too embarrassed to

AVAILABIUITY

approach their family physician
or to make appropriate purchases at the local pharmacy.
This raises further questions regarding the maturity of those involved. In many areas we are
asked to assulme- responsibility
caused by the immaturity of students and yet are criticized for
not permitting enough freedom.
If we are to allow freedom I do
not think it unreasonable to expect a certain degree of responsibility.

The most safe "safety", the
condoms readily available across
the drugstore counter, was never
100 per cent safe, and had the
added disadvantage of interrupting the natural spontaneity of
sexual passion, causing embarrassment to an already anxious
couple and, for the more sensitive, being akin to taking a
swim with a raincoat on. Other
contraceptive methods, such as
vaginal jelly and foams, or the
diaphragm, were always risky at
best, and with the advent of
"The Pil," were really superannuated. But "lThe Pill" (and
they are all equally effective and
similar) being a medically-researched hormonal product, was
By Dr. Gordon Templeton
at first available only through
Though sexual experimentation physicians involved in the conas play has occurred for most traceptive experiments, and now
people through childhood and ad- has by Federal Drug . Adminisolescence, it is for the collage- tration and State Board of Pharage young adult that sexual ac- macy regulation, remained a pretivity becomes a part of the per- scription item. There are, then,
manent pattern of humanly re- two approaches to a freer access
lating and for whom an assur- to obtaining "The Pill" - by the
ance of the pleasurable outcome non-restrictive dispensing by preof sex without the fulfilment of scription by any licensed physireproductive capacities first be- cian. and/or by the reversal of
comes a serious problem and a F.D.A. and state regulations
which would allow the purchase
responsibility.
of the contraceptive pills without prescription.

PRO

. For The Straight People
.~~~~
Gentle Thursday
~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~

By Ieord

Sa

As I wat -around tde campus,
go to classes and.eat mealsy 1
notice a very sad situation de
veloping. I see peoples' futures
being molded into a pattern that
will probably remain with them
-for the rest of their lives. I see
people going to classes, hurriedly
copying down the teachers words,
perhaps spouting forth some bit
of knowledge (?) they've previously learned, most probably saygoing to meals,
ing nothing,
studying and going to sleep. The
next day, the whole procedure
is repeated. Are they any more
prepared for life? Have they at
least gotten friendly -with one
new person? Probably not.
It's occurred to me that there
barriers
communication
are
and
people
forming between
groups of people that are making
it more and more difficult to get

llege teach us
ciaibre. Does.
how to relate to other people
How
how to uaderstand theV?
many- people in New York City
give a damn if someone is getting mugged across the street?
Look at the wars being fought
that were caused by trite misunderstandings. Couldn't a lot of
killing be eliminated if there was
some kind of communication set
up?
There's a slogan in the peace
movement that says "Make
Love, not War". For years people have tried in vain to show
the leaders of the world that
wars can't solve the world's
problems. ("Peace to the world,
or the world in pieces.") Perhaps if we showed them the
power of Love, they might
eventually catch on.

to each other. But we realize
that most people in this society
are not expected to be- gentle

and that many people don't even
know how to be gentle so we
will give some suggestions for
what to do on that day. People
should sit on the grass and eat
their lunches. (Due to the lack
of grass here at Stony Brook we
may run into some dsficulties).
Poets should get up and recite
poetry, singers should sing.
People who don't know each
other should talk to each other.
People should wade in the fountains ad draw with chalk on
the sidewalks. People should fly
kites on campus and carry balloons. SDS chicks should hug
fraternity guys and sorority
chicks should take emaciated
beatnicks out to lunch.

Now if people like the idea
Some people have put this conbehind Gentle Thursday then
the
In
practice.
into
cept
to know someone. The "frat"
Human Be-In in California (Jan. we wilt plan- to have another
crowd can't understand the
4, 1967) a fantastic thing hap- one. If people are still excited
"ethnics", the "ethnics" try to pened. Thousands of Berkeley we will have two Gentle Thursignore the "straight" kids, the political activists, Hell's Angels, days in one week. If people are
in-between'ers don't know where
"druggies", and non-committals still turned on, we'll have a
they stand and no one likes got together in a unified
ex- whole week of Gentle ThursMarty Dorio too much (be gentle, pression of their love for life. days. From there we can escalate
Marty), It's even difficult to They
there to Gently Thursday month. And
discovered that
meet someone whom you know weren't many differences be- when we have Gentle Thursday
you have a lot in common with. tween themselves after all. Some- year, then the revolution will be
The girls complain that the boys
thing of the same sort has hap- over.
don't go out, and the boys say pened in Grand Central station,
the girls are always studying. and also at Kennedy airport.
It is my belief that something
Carnivals, moods and concerts
of this nature is possible at
don't seem to help except on rare
The Austin, Texas chapter of Stony Brook, but only if people
and coincidental occasions. ("All Students for a Democratic Soare willing to help out. We need
the lonely-people where do they ciety, seeing the same barriers people to contact a balloon seller,
all come from?")
of communication being built,
a candy man, a fwer lady, a
had what was called a Gentle
lollipop manufacturer, people to
if you think the sitation gets
A leaflet handed out fly kites, people to get Saga to
any better as soon as you grad- Thursday.
a few days before the event said have box lunches or an outdoor
uate, you're wrong. In fact, it
something to this effect:
lunch on that day, people to
gets much worse. We seem to
read poetry, play guitars, people
forget that those of us in college
Gentle Thursday is coming. to display affctio puicy and
make up only a minute part of
Out of college, It will last all day on the cnmp- people to think up any other in.
the populatio
sane ideas for that day. I propose
be a time when
s. and uwi
you won'talways find some one
of your intellectual and social people will be nice and gentle that we plan to have a Gentle

It is a part of my own viewpoint that
anD indivtidual,
he.
thetr phys~ician, :paceam
our .'professor, cani'di'scs ~l vnrah
Thursday on April 13 and work. with anothet who As iling to
accordingly to making itsSuccess- listen;- but no individual
nrw
ful. Any one who has kieas,-, oi
'roup (including . governmetal)
wants to help, please write to me shjould attempt to enforce a- spe
(Box 251 - JN) or leave your cific sexual and /or moral' code
name at 751-M265. The outcome of between consenting adults ih
this event lies, ultimately, in
each individual.
Continued on Page By

POl/TICS:

Inside Out

I

David Sussman
The recent poll on football shows approximately
80% of the 600 people answering in favor of tackle ball
on this campus. This figure would be higher but many
who felt the answer was obvious didn't bother to send in
their votes. This only proves what has been apparent:
This campus wants football.
But wanting something is -not enough; we must be
willing to work for it. Football will cost 25 thousand dollars its first year of operation. This money will be raised
partly from the outside community but mostly from the
student body.
There are those who have come out against football
because of its cost, the lack (in their minds) of athletes
to play the game and the unusually high academic standards at Stony Brook. These arguments are based on an
apathetic student body. The people who use them are
"not against football", they just don't feel it will work.
Perhaps there is something to these arguments. But
when we realize that 5 dollars a person will more than
cover the cost of football, that this college is certainly
no harder than Harvard (which has a football team) and
that 40 men out of a campus of 2500 (next year) is about
1 and % percent, then we see that football can be a
reality if we want it.
There will soon be a fund raising committee of the EC.
I call upon the different athletic teams, the cheerleaders,
the fraternities, Wusb, the Stateman, the Varsity Club,
the classes and the entire student body to actively work
for football at Stony Brook. Let "spirit" be our goal. Then,
through work and devotion we can have a team here.
Football wil be here as soon as the 25 thousand. If someone asks me, "When will we have football?" my answer
is, "Whenever we want it."
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WHAT GOES ON? . .. Te Department of Music and the
SAB are sponsoring a return engagement of the Young Artists
-Concert . . . Mikko Nsui, pianist,- and Lumi Ninomniya, violinist, will play selections from Stravinsky, Bach aWd Faure Sunday, March 19, 8:30 in the University Theater . . . Modern
Dance Club is giving a dance concert tonigh in the Women's
Gymnasium at 8:00 . . . Film Study Group has many underground movies every few nights now through April . . . schedule on Commuters' Bulletin in Gym Lobby . . . JS Social Lounge
is trying to get people to come and have fun . . . Strom
Thurmond's lecture will try to be rescheduled . . . In the meantime Wayne Morse and Mark Lane are coming . . . My Fair
Lady was great . . . Wyeth exhibit is in Whitney Museum in the
city .... Barbera Gqrson's controversial Macbird opened at the
Village Gate . . . Ulysses opens today at Three Village . . .
Comning up are Dr. Zhivago and Night of the Geneals . . .
Buffy Sainte-Marie at Philhannonic Hall Friday March 17 at
8:30 ... One week later Peter, Paul and Mary at Carnegie Hall
at 8:30 ... Followed Sunday by Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald
and Oscar Peterson Trio . . . This week's Million Dollar Movie
will be herit the WindL with Spencer Tracy . . . hI -books,
the only interesting new arrival is e Usable Chaie Brown
Speaking of Peanuts, You're a Good- Man, Charlie Brown
opeald as a hit at 80 St. Mark's Place ...
-AND MARCH
MADNESS IS HAPPENING TH1W$- END!.

En le
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ost ;Unusual
-Ex-perimesnt
By Eroie Freffich

It has been noted that no
laboratory experiment is perfect.
If the results seem perfect it is
supposedly because there were
two contradictory mistakes. This
past weekend I was witness to
a uniquelyperfect experiment.
It occurred not in a laboratory
but in a small room in the old,
snack bar. The occasion was the
Friday March 10 performance of
My Fair . Lady, staged by the
IQET.
Lerner and Loewe's musical is
an, ambitious. task even for at
professional company of players
and it would seem likely that it.,
would be entirely beyond the,.,
grasp of an amateur group. Yet,
stiing-,
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ances by Anne Davison as Eliza
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Doolittle.and Ray Patterson as
beg u
the
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e to. h t fol
Professor HiggiN, wrung emotiono__Coffee M .i. it
from ever the most popularized
view that relygis servics can
lines.
and should be offered withi the
The "theatre", consisted of 46-.- university community asi the
seats cramped into one room of - main concern. In other words,
the old snack bar and divided
the university itself becomes a
"oarish" and its services
and

sermons are directed at student
. needs, interested, and problems.

i from the Sty e' the other
half of the room - by a curtain
strung on a piece of wire. The
sets consisted mostly of screens
and simple backdrops. The informality of the atmosphere was
enhanced by the players' doubling as stagehands.
Audience response was surprisingly emphatic considering
the small number of viewers and
the physical propinqity of actors

and audience. But the many "old
favorites" found on the program,
such as "The
Rain In Spain"
and"I Could Have Danced All
Night", met with response usually reserved for new found gems.
One was almost able to forget
the nature of the theatre when

In these services, the attempt
is made to achieve a real community of worship. This cannot
take place unless those who worship together have something in
common with each other. The
services vary from more or less
traditional services to folk-masses to a combination of traditional
and modern such as that which
took place on March 5. The music was a combination of Gregorian chant, revised hymns and
folk-songs. For example, the Entrance "hymn" was "Blowing in
the Wind" with revised lyrics.
The Offertory was a hymn "borrowed from U. of Toronto services, "Praise . the Lord" -updated. Naturally, the things for
which we, here and now, might
give thanks and "Praise the
Lord" are different from those
of other times and other places.
_In. any case, the students who
wish to, are now able to express
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4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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Gregorian chant.
Finest Available
Mr. McCracken is the greatest
Music for the servi ces is handied by Miss Ellen McCauley Othello in the world. His voice is
who selects, arranges and di- huge, beautiful and expressive,
recta. On March 5, N Ir. Godfrey and his acting can match Olivier's
joined Ted Slone and L John La- interpretation of the ShakespeareMothe in singing the 4chants. Mu- an hero. His tragic deterioration
sical accompaniment is provided from noble and victorious to halfby Jim McDermott and Don mad and savage was fully realReed and includes gu itar, banjo, ized, and most -poignant.Similarand harmonica.
ly, Mr. Gobbi's Iago was evil,
-

subtle but deadly.

'

Avie « shwing some wear
owaays, but.
-is of little
-it_~e
wbe^ iee» coI ad
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of his achieveM»e^^.
AB, patfqbeth physical-ly and wsaSy^ b-e is flawless,
hbis-lawis a despicable creature
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sieve DbappoWit
Moeln~riat taballe (who sang
Peae)ona) has a beautiful
voice, at tXe top of which she
is capable of producing the most
exquisite soft, floating tones. Unforttely, her voice is far too
small for the role of Desdemona,
and her musicianship is dubious.
She is perfect in the lighter, bel
canto operas, and would be wise
-to stay there. Her acting is quite
good.

Zubin Mehta was in perfect
control at all times. He; cnducted the singers as well as the
orchestra. He chose slow tempo
for the eosembles, and this tended to clarify- them greatly, with
no danger of-dragging. The orchestra played loudly but well.
The smaller rules (though one
tends to forget them) were well
sung.
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Wyeth at The Whitney
By Stuart Borman

By Mitchell Cohen
With the Selective Service Act
now under review, the time is
ripe for the people to be heard
on this important issue.
The present draft is one of
inequality. Student and job deferments, six year compulsionary
service in the armed forces, and
the "friendly neighborhood draftboards" are all part of the overall violation of the basic liberties
of the people.

strates yet another inequity in
the present Selective Service
System.
There is the argument now before Congress to establish a national lottery and to eliminate
student deferments. This is a
step in the right direction, but
the reasons behind this move are
unfortunate. The Vietnam situation is draining our manpower.
The armed forces needs more
men. Hence, it is also proposed
that deferments f or fathers
be eliminated. This is a most
saddening aspect of the draft system. The lottery, I suppose, is
fairer than the present setup, but
it is merelv the lesser of two
evils. I propose the abolition of
the draft altogether, and if necessary, the formation of a volunteer army.

Until April 2 New Yorkers are
fortunate enough to be able to
see the extensive collection of
Andrew Wyeth paintings and
water colors that have been
gathered by the Whitney Museum
of American Art. Works from as
far away as Scandinavia are
currently collected in what just
may be the most exciting exhibition in the city.

Andrew Wyeth is very much a
Some of the
modem artist.
paintings exhibited are as late as
1966. However, Wyeth has not
"The Gifted Few"
adopted abstraction as his techStudent deferments allow for
nique, as many other modern
the gifted few with either the
artists have done. On the confaculty or the means for obtaintrary, Wyeth's work represents
ing higher education to become
stark reality with consummate
exempt from the draft for the
skill. In "Toll Rope" (1951)
four-year period in college if they
there is a virtual creation of
rank high enough in their class.
wood out of canvas, -so carefully
This was set up in order to derendered are the wooden survelop a more specialized and adfaces vœsually and texturally.
vanced society, in which the
Volunteer Army Superior
"The Mill" (1962), with its lovecommon people have no part.
The argument that a volunteer ly harmony of earth shades,
Supposedly, the college student army cannot exist in this coun- could almost be taken for a
has more to offer society than a
try is completely without founda- photograph. However, the talentnon-educated person. Maybe this tion. The people who are opposed ed artist has an inestimable adis so. But the fact still remains
to this type of military are Mi- vantage over the photographer.
that because one went to college, sinuating that the American peo. The photographer obviously must
this does not make him a better
ple are hypocrites: that they do choose his themes from among
person than the next.
not believe strong enough in their the givens of reality. Wyeth, on
convictions to fight for them; the other hand, is able to create
"Lives are Expendable"
that
the United States is inferior his own world, his own -reality.
According to our government,
to most of the other countries
certain lives are -expendable,
What is-the world of Andrew
while others are not. The gov-. of the world which have es- Wyeth? It is a world of love and
tablished
volunteer
systems
(only
ernment goes on to further de.
heartfelt empathy. It is centered
termine, which college students America, .France, and- Australia in the back waters of contpQ
should beg given. deferments, by have conscription): and finally, rary American life. Wyeth's
that the idea of a volunteer army
class rank or by testing. For this
subjects are the lonely outreason, 'the value of education to is -a "Communist plot" attempt- casts of industrialization, the reing to overthrow the American
the individual- is becoming less
jects and has-beens of society. It
and less inportant..and the con- system. <Adlai Stevenson in 1956, may seem strange to speak of
cept of the college is being and Barry Goldwater in 1964 love in considering the artist's
destroyed, for students now are promised to do away with the decrepit subjects: a grotesquely
taking easy courses to improve draft if elected. In February proportioned room in Mother
1967. leaders of 15 student organtheir class rank, disregarding
Archie's old abandoned church
classes that often would be of izations declared: "The present with peeling walls, a paneless
some benefit to them. Also, there draft system with its inherent in- window frame, and a bare jointexist some difficult schools, such justices is incompatible with ed heating pipe surmounted by
as the Ivy League Colleges, and traditional American principles a dark bird; a deformed cripple
also, other easy universities. of individual freedom within a squinting at an incomprehensible
When the class rank is com- democratic society...and should world from the door of her
frame
posed, it does not take into con- be eliminated." Among those weathered, dilapidated
signing the statement were leadsideration this aspect of the
house;
an abandoned wooden
problem;
ie. students attend ers of Students for a Democratic wagon in a broken-down fence
Society (SDS), Young Americans
easier schools in order to get
enclosure, surrounded by bare
for Freedom (YAF - A right- wooden outbuildings, one of which
better grades and "beat the
University
draft". The. entire concept of ed- ist organization),
about to
leans dangerously,
Christian
movement,
College finally succumb. Wyeth paints
ucation is devalued in this manYoung-Democratic Clubs, anid the
ner.
subjects with
National Federation of Cathoic these melancholy
profound emotion, bowever. This
College Students.
"Unfair to the Poo"
emotion may not be blatantly
FinallY,' the 'student deferment
These people are by no means evident in any one isolated paintis unfair to the poor, a boy who
subversive in any sense. They ing, but emerges from a conis forced to work so that his
all believe that the draft is a sideration of his predominant
family can eat. People who can- .violation of the rights of an in- themes.
not afford a good education (and
dividual. My name can be countHis human subjects are usualthere are many). These people ed with them? Can yours? ly depressing, although seldom
must suffer the risks of an unfair draft, while because some
Make your voice count. Write pitiful, being too proud to indulge
of us were fortunate enough to
to your Congressman, to your themselves in self-pity. They are
have the opportunity to go to Senators, to the President. Urge the forgotten ones - the poor
college, we are exempt.
the abolition of the draft in any farmer, the Negro migrant, the
form. Take a stand! Your life cripple, the Maine fisherman.
Drafted Fathers
One is a young teenager in a
may depend on it!
It is also unfortunate that
neighborhood draftboards exist.
In a small town, it is not easy
HEYWOOD'S MUSIC SHOPPE
to fill the quotas with the young
941499
men, especially now with the
Music
Department in the Area
Largest
Sheet
present conflict in Vietnam deDISCOUNTS TO ALL SUSB STUDENTS
an
ever-increasing
manding
number. Hence, husbands and
E. Setauket Village Mart, E. Setauket, N. Y. 11733
fathers are forced to be drafted.
String - Wind - Percussion Instruments
This situation does not occur in
and Accessories
the large urban centers because
REPAIRS DONE ON PREMISES
of the vast human resources
This demonavailable there.

"Christina's World'
tattered coat, wearing cheap marily as have our migrant
"Mother
Archie's
farmers.
white and blue work gloves,
referred to
(1945),
waiting wistfully for a car to Church"
appear on the highway. Stand- above, is perhaps as pitiful in
ing on a muddy shoulder of the its abandoment as the young
road, his pitiful bowl of roasted man selling "Roasted Chestnuts"
(1966). Mhe fraying lace curchestnuts heat before him as he
expectantly awaits his next cus- tains in "Wind From the Sea"
(1947), once so beautiful, have
tomer, the cold winter wind chilling him and buffeting the grass been neglected as surely as has
behind him. "April Wind" (1952)
crippled Chritin Olson.L
portrays a Negro perhaps a
not as etioaln
ns
Wyeth
migrant worker, sitting on the
gnarled trunk of a felled tree in however, awhe is angry. Ihe
a lonely field. A stiff breeze -dejectio of his works is not
billows his shredded coat. Perhaps there will be better'- har- colored with fools' optimism, but
vests this year and plenty of is rather the result of a cynical
work to be had. Perhaps some- change? Will there not always be
one will be looking for perma- skepticism. Will men
ever
The change? Will there not always be
nent help. Probably not.
artist develops his subjects out
the ones stomping and the other
of a deep empathy for their
plight, and a deep love for those downtrodden? Does emotion in»
who have been forgotten.
deed exist in a world of profit
sub- motive and acquisition? If soThat Wyeth's material
of ciety is indifferent and insenevocative
jects are as
emotion as his people are is a sitive to the plight of its less
The
testament to his skill.
fortunate members, there is reaswith surance in that at least one man,
preoccupation
painter's
rural subjects is perhaps due to
the fact that the small farm and Andrew Wyeth, is thinking and
the countryside have been de- understanding, even though emserted and forgotten as sum- pathy may be out of style.

BLOW YOUR MIND WITH E.V.O.
Now you can read the most cone versl ne-apa
You'll never put it down once you stat
village bigis.
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THE EAST VILLAGE OTHER
Send 2no with youe ame and address to:
ORPHAN ENTERPRISE
BOX "
COMMACK, L. I., N. Y. 11725
You will also receive a free "Join the Undergroand" bumper
sticker and a monthly newsletter. Write away noW - don't
be a bring-down . . .

GOLD COAST TOI
ST. JAMES, N. Y.

Movies Every Tues. Nite
Also Light, Dark Ale $1.00 per pitcher
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OUTLINE OF ROO; SELECTION
this overall percentage, a quota

By Dave Swassen

will be devised so that, the uni-

Room-seectio for the coming
year is a ftskideati
of some
impotavneg- to Steny- Brook .students andF-this year, in the face
of the increase in residence hall
accmmodPations, . the
Stident
Houasig Office in. cAnsultation
with the ResidceBoard has attemted- toa devise a system
which- will aow -each returning
student as-f much- of an opportuity- as p .
SIe to live in the
accomfiaodaMs=i_ of his choice.

versity
class

percentages

canl be

maitied

for

each
spe-

cifially wipth
the four quads
and -generallywitida-he -colleges
of eachi quad.
The other concept that -i basic
to the room selection process is

that each student should--have an
equal opportunity to choose the
place in which be wishes to live
and o isome extent, the persons
with whom he wishes to live. Be
cause of the. special^ situation this
In esalsig a plan-for room
year, it will not be possible to
selectiothe. -Housing Office. has
fulfill all wishes, but considerable
been guided byl two oet
The
time has been spent in developing
first of these- is the important of
a system that will provide an
distribution of students of varequal, opportunity for each inious classes wmi
each residividual. A random preference
dence -hall. -This concept was
number wiM be alloted to each
originally put- into effect - after student if he is applying as an
consultation with a large number
individual and to each block if a
of students in the spring of 1965,
group of students so apply. By
and has gained further strength
using this random preference
in the development of the College
number, each student has an
Plan, in which integration of the
equal opportunity to obtain the
classes is an important factor.
accommodation he desires.

Therefore, each class within a
college will generally equate with
that classes' overall percentage
in the entire student body at the
university. In accordance with
-

DALOGUE!
PRO
Continued from Page 7
their own, private relationship.
Since for purposes of drinking
alcoholic beverages, choice
of
residence, motor vehicle operators being licensed, eligibilty
for the Draft, or marrying, the
age 18 defines legal adulthood,
t[ would regretfully have to define adults as over 18; I would
prefer 16 for purposes of legal
sexual adulthood. Therefore, I
would consider any physician
who, for non-medical reasons, refuses to prescribe -oral contracep
tives on the request of an adult
is practicing an idiosyncratic
brand of medicine which is of a
questionable ethical nature. To
recommend abstinence in such a
situation is unrealistic, though
the physician might well contribute to the students' knowledge and relieve tensions, while
aiding clearer thinking encouraging a frank discussion of the
students' present situation and
concerns. Recommending other
contraceptive
methods
than
'The Pill" is also not helpful
due to their uncertain nature
and above - mentioned reasons.
And, since no institution nor
group can interfere in any way
with the doctor-patient relationship, the employed physician, as
at Stony Brook, has no further
problem so far as I understand
it at this time. If any pressure
was extended by any governing
body or religious group on a
physician in this situation, the
support of his colleagues through
his medical organizations could
quickly remove it. As to parental consent or objection, this
would be between the parent and
child, for the college-employed
physician could not even dispense
or prescribe aspirin, penicillin,
or a tranquilizer if he could not
prescribe oral contraceptives; le-

The system, itself, is a progressijon of logical steps whereby
the returning students may gain
their room or building assign-

gaily there would be no difference.
A better, and I hope soon to
come, solution to the problem of
ready availability of oral contra
ceptives, would be their unrethe
stricted- purchase across
pharmacy counter. This would,
of necessity, require a simple
checklist of gynecological symptoms to insure safety of usage,
instructions as to function and
use of "The Pill" and some degree of intelligence implied for
the user. But, since no physical
examination is necessary for the
use of "The Pill," it becomes
the user's responsibility to maintain her usual good health and
to seek recommended routine
physical check-ups which we all
should have regularly.
An interesting sidenote on sexual attitudes and relationships,
especially of the college-age ad.
ult, is that, superficially,
the
responsibility for contraception
shifts from the man to the womi
an, who must now be trusted to
have taken "The Pill" correctly
and honestly; in addition to freeing the woman for the ever-ready
sexual activity with whom ever
she chooses, it also places in her
hands the control of pregnancy
by deception, and the necessity
of a practical trust by the male
who wishes to avoid pregnancy.
Already studies have shown that
some women will unconsciously
skip a few days of "The Pill"
to louse up the system and avoid
sex in marriage. What effects
this will have in the college-age
group has not as vet been re
ported, but it may have the effect of cooling-off the usually
more aggressive male from aiming at sexual conquest before a
relationship of more trust, and
therefore emotion intimacy, can
be established. The implied re
duction of male dominance for
our culture will certainly have a
far-reaching effect on societal
structure in the future.

ments before they leave at the
end of the semester.

The Students for a Democratic
Society held a meeting last
Thursday, March 9, during which
they discussed their plans for
the near future. First on their
agenda was a discussion of their
plans for an "Angry Arts Week"
that they intend to hold during
the week beginning on April 8,
and ending on April 15. They
plan to sponsor several events,
which include several movies,
poetry readings and a concert by
the Fugs.

tion provided by the various students on the room preference
cards. Since each student will
have already been assigned to a
quad, this procedure will be
handled completely at the quad
level.

Step I is the distribution of
quad preference cards. All students desiring to live on campus
next year must pick up one of
these cards. The card will include the -student's name, social
The quad preference card will
security number, class and quad,
be
picked up at the Student
preference number all printed by
computer. Stadents should be Housing Office and the room decareful not to lose this card.
posit will be paid at the Business
Step II is payment of room de- Office from April 10 to April 22.
posit at the Business Office in Dates as to when each sub.
the Infirmary. If the quad pre- sequent step occurs will be pubference card is not stamped by lished in later issues of the
the Business Office as paid, the
student will not be allowed to Statesman,
participate in the room selection
process.
Step III concerns all students
desiring to live in blocks. After
room deposit has been paid, the
students in a given block should
get together and designate a
representative who will bring all
the cards for a particular block
to the Housing- Office in South
Hall.
He should list desired
Quads in order of preference.
After all blocks have been turned
in, the quad assignments will be
made, with priority based on a
random
selection
procedure
among all -the; block applications
and the class quotas in the
quads: Then, the blocok represenative wil be notified as to the
blocks quad assinment -and he
will be able to pick up room
preference cards for each member of his block. These cards
are to be filled out and returned
to-the office of the quad in .which
the block will be living. This entire process will be completely
separate from that concerning
individual
applications. Space
(rooms or suites, depending on
the quiad) will be left open for
those students desiring acconmodations individually. Blocks may
consist of no more than 18 persons and should be composed of
members of more than one class.

They also discussed student
housing, and agreed that they
should held an investigation to
find out whether or not tripling
creates illegal sanitary conditions, due to overcrowding. They
are also holding a mass meeting
in G lobby at 9:00 P.M., on
Thursday, March sixteenth, in
order to discuss housing problems.

Students may apply for housing
up until May 30, but they will
be assigned as space is available
after the regular process has
been completed.

RICCARDI'S
PIZZAS amn- HEROS
Small Pizza

...............

1.30

Large Pizza...................
Jr. Pizza .......
..........
Sicilian Pie .................
,Meat Ball Hero .................
Sausage Parmigiana ..............
Mleat Ball Parmigiana .............
Sausage Hero ....................
Egg Plant Parmigiana .............
Veal Parmigiana .................
Pepper and Egg .................

1.60
.75
2.50
.60
.80

.70
.65
.75
.90

.65

CLUB SANDWICHES

Step IV will involve the quad
selection for individuals. This
will also be done using the quad
preference number and the class
quotas for the variousquads. The
numerical order of selection will
be determined at the time of ap
plication, after all the block ap
plications have been turned in.
In other words, it will not necessarily be the case that the
lowest numbers will have first
priority. Students involved in individual room selection will be
given room preference cards for
the quad they enter when they
turn in the quad preference card
at the quad office. The room preference card will then be filled
out regarding choices and alternatives as to acconummodations and
returned to the quad office. Students applying individually will
be able to apply with roommates
if desired and use the most desirable quad preference number.
All individuals will have an equal
opportunity to live where they
desire because blocks will not be
allowed to exceed a specific percentage in any quad or building.

Roast Beef .......
Pastrami .........
Corned Beef ......
Tongue ..........
Turkey ..........
Salami ..........
Salami and Egg ...
Pastrami and Egg . .
Tuna Fish ........
Veal and Pepper ..

Step V is actual room assignment. This will be done by the
quad directors and the residence
assistants, based on the informa-

Fried Chicken, French Fries,
Blueberry Bun ..................

I *a

* * * * *

*

*

*

* * *
0

.85
.80
.85
.80

.90
l * * -

*

a

*

*-

*

0

*

a

*
a

*

-

* *

-

-

a

-

-

* * *-

-

a
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.70

.90
.95
.60
.85

751-9633
751-9627
Special This Week
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pendent "B" final
The B-3 vs A-2 game' l'should
INTERNATIONAL
shape op as a test of the tight'
B-3 zone, sparWed by John 'onG
WEEKEND
ser, against, the free wheling'A-2The next -two weeks will see
offense, led; by Riek 'orwan., B-3,.
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victors over this same A-Z team ti
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-earlier
In
the
season,
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for
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AR5TIST

YOUN Gz

I

CONCERTreturn engageet of

0

I

I

i

YUMI NINOMIYA - violin
MIKIKO USUI - piano

Bow->- Outs W

by Stu Eber
Quick. Which is the only Stony
Brook team to have a .500 rec_ord? Give up? The Bowling
team.
-The Keglers finished

the sea-

-son with a- 4-4 record after drop-

ping their last match to Adelphi
University last Tuesday afternoon -at Adelphi.

Seasonal Fate
February wasn't a good month
for Coach Steve Goodwin and the
boys. On February 8, Southampton College 'rolled by the RedTide dn the loser's home alley's
An Port Jefferson. One week laN 0 W
ter, Adelphi-Suffolk College fell
at 6050, 6051 or 5132
to the Pats, also in Port Jqffer9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
,son. On February 21, N.Y.I.T.
avenged an earlier loss by con~4quering -the Patriots in New York
-. '~ - "
~~-A- City.

"l

i

u

. .-

Bower

I

-----Ha;--in-A

&~

-VF

The month of January was
much more productive. Adelphi
University was the first victim
as the Panthers fell by the wayside out in Port Jefferson. Two
days later. Port Jefferson was
the scene of a repeat performance
for the keglers as they edged out
N.Y.I.T.
Third Plae Fish
s
Earlier in the season,/the Pats
dropped a match to Southampton and defeated Adelphi-Suffolkl
College in the other. The 4-4 record was good enough for second
place in the four team division.
In the A.A.L.I.C. Championships,
held- Marcir ird, the Red Tide
finished third.
Wally Warner and Al Roverewere the leading scorers for this
year. Next year could bring Stony
Brook a bowling championship.

STILL OPENINGS
FOR VARSITY
AND FRESHMAN
BASEBALL
-.

s

--

I

__

i

Sonata Divertimento

I

Sonata -

Bach

--

Stravinsky
Faure
i

i
,'Sunday,

|

March 19, University Theater,

8:30 p.m.

Stfadents free on presentation of ID card at student ticket
office. Faculty and staff, $1.50, tel. 246400 for reservation.

PATRONIZE
YOUR,
STATESAN
ADVERTISERS

4w

ST. PATRICK'S DAY DINNER
Friday, March 17 - 7 - 9 p.m.

9CONED' BEEF & CABBAGE - $1.25
Featuring -

The Coach House Trio

l.

I
I

Meet Nick Dozosyst,
He took our Speed Reading Course
He can read 2,000 words a minute . . 0
He's a 16 year old high school student . . .
*
*
*

He now completes his homework in ONE-THIRD of the time.
He reads 3 books for every one he used to read.
He obtains high grades.

The internationally famous EVELYN WOOD Reading
Dynamics Institute
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND A FREE
DEMONSTRATION OF THIS UNIQUE METHOD-

r-

* See an amazig ocumented film about Reading Dynamics,
* Learn how Reading Dynamics can help you to faster reading, imt
ic
csion, greater retension.
I
Eighteen years ago Mrs. Wood made a startling discovery that led to the f
-it
-Dynamics. While working ta
her masters degree, she handed a tern1vpaper
to a'professor and watched him read the 89 pages-at 6,000 words per minut_withita
recall and comp
s
. Det
n
fiod the secret behind suob rap",d
reading, she spent the next two years tracking down 50 people who could'read from- U
to 6,000 words per ninute. She studied their techniques, taught heef
1
to Iea
at these faster rates. Now, after years of testing, you- can benefit from fls
great
ry.
Relts have been reported in Time, Newsweek, Bushiess Week, and lDsqtdre.
DenonUstrators have appeared on television with Jack Parr, Garry Moore, and Art
e
In 1962, the late President Kennedy Invited Mrs. Wood to the White Hose, where she taught the cowrse to the members of the Cabinet ad the White Houge saff.
Over 30,000 st* de have successfully completed this course. Among the grautesa
are Senators, Cong
en, lawyers, high schwol and college
dts,
l
iv v9 and
many prwfaesiona peopleokA

IGUARANTEE
LIV~mWM I Efc

W e guarantee t o incttase reading efficiency by a minimum of three times or
tuition will be refunded. (Reading efficiency means speed and comprehension.)

To Reserve a Seat for our Free Film Demonstration
or for FREE TRANSPORTATION CALL (516) 549-5770
OPEN HOUSE - THE STONY BROOK GIRLS' SCHOOL at
Route 25A - North Country Road - Stony Brook

THE LAST DEMONSTRATION BEFORE CLASSES START
WILL BE SATURDAY, MARCH 18, AT 10:30 A.M.
Classes start Week of March 21

EVELYN WOO& READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
Represented Internationally and in 62 cities in the U. S.
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Seniors Fail Before Faculty
The scoreboard read 4242 at the Senior-Faculty Basketball game, Saturday
evening March 11 - but everyone else knew otherwise!
The faculty members included
(Sociology);
Norman Goodman
Ted Golfarb (chemistry; Frank
Coaches
Sci);
(Poli
Myers
Brown, Ramsey and Dioguardi
as well as Mr. Jenks, Mr. Ashby
and Saga's "Ace" Santa Croce,
They took the game away from

the Seniors in so short a time,
that the game soon became lost
in comedy rather than earnest
The Seniors however
playing.
made a major score when they
swamped Bob Boikess, notorious
Chemistry Prof, with shaving
cream! The attack came as a

| THROWING THE BALL |
with fred thomsen
If you've ever felt the urge during the course of the
day to put down the books and play basketball, tennis or
even have a catch you've probably been confronted with
the same problem which faces every dorm and commuter student. Where?
Presently, there is only one half-court basketball
court in playing condition and that one is short of regulation size. But in keeping with school tradition the
sense of togetherness has not been thrown out. On the
same area designated as a basketball court is a tennis
court of similar quality. Similarly the athletic field is
now being called the rice paddy. This swampy condition
forces students to disregard university regulations and
play on the dorm grounds.
The fact that the only con(de)struction on the athletic
field in the past two years has been the removal of the
costly tennis courts where the infirmary is now located,
leads me to believe that someone has forgotten the policy
proposed by the late President Kennedy on physical fitness. An individual should be physically and mentally
strong.
The need for better athletic facilities is more than
apparent. There is reason to complain to those persons
responsible for such deplorable conditions but this in
itself does not improve the present conditions. Plans have
been made to improve the athletic field this spring and
make the baseball diamond playable. This is a step in
the right direction which I hope will continue. The more
complex layouts for future athletic facilities are ready
and the last step necessary for their construction, namely,
the funds which Albany will allocate the school in their
next fiscal policy, is the only hurdle left.
The only immediate relief which will affect the students by the end of this semester is the conditioning of
the athletic fields. Another possible plus-grade might be
the construction of outdoor basketball courts on the side
of the gym by next fall if the athletic department sees
the need for it. Unless they have a case of astigmatism
the need for such construction is intuitively obvious.
Excuses and promises are useless to the student at
this stage. What is needed is more tangible evidence,
namely, action on the part of those concerned so that
the students will have the opportunity to develop physically as well as mentally at this university.

surprise to all, but everyone
took it in good sport. "Time-out"
was called to clean up the mess.
The highlight of the game came
when the Senior Cheerleaders
joined the team in a last
desperate attempt to win the
faculty.
It soom became evident that
this game might have been an
equal match to the Harlem
Globetrotters. Yet, the tie score
read true in that all won in
having a fun-time!

Judo Team
Adds Class
On Saturday March 11, 1967,
six members of the Stony Brook
judo team traveled to West Point
to compete in the Individual
competition of the Eastern Conference under the direction of the
N.C.A.A. Stony Brook, although
a young team, made a good
showing against students from
Yale, Princeton, the University
of Puerto Rico, West Point and
other big name schools.

Action at Student-Faculty game: Players wait for ball to obey New(Photo by K. Bromberg)
ton's law of Physics.
l

-

-

McCarville

representing
those
Among
Stony Brook were Michael Lamb,
in the 205 pound weight class,
Bob Gallucci, in the 176 pound
weight class, and Alan Patterson,
in the 165 pound weight class.
Bob Gallucci and Mike Lamb
each won two matches and Mike
lost his third match to a Brown
belt from West Point who later
went on to win the championship
competiindividual
the
of
tion from all weight classes. Although Stony Brook did not win
any trophies at the match, the
Patriots did place high in the
round robin in each weight class.

Wants you to take the Mustang Pledge
Today!
NOW-for a limited time oilly
McCarville Ford offers

Mr. Dunlavy has scheduled
more matches for his men in the
against Princeton, St.
future
John's and other well known
schools. Many of these matches
will be held in our own gym
and as an up and coming sport
Judo deserves school support.
This was the second match of the
season and the others promise to
be just as exciting as the team
gains momentum.

The
MUSTANG SPRINT
I

$2295
Complete Delivered Price including:
* Rocker Panel Molding

* White Walls
*

Wheel Covers
*

* Extra Ornamentation
Louvered Hood

HURRY! SUPPLY LIMITED!

t Photo by K. Bromberg)
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